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Republican
candidates
back on the
campaign trail
and
DAVID
ESPO
'THOMAS BEAUMONT
Associated Press
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) An Iowa caucus campaign that
has cycled through several
Republican presidential frontrunners entered its final week
Monday, as unpredictable as the
day conservatives began competing to emerge as Mitt
Romney's chief rival.
the
former
Romney,
governor,
Massachusetts
released a new television commercial for the state in which he
cited a "moral imperative for
America to stop spending more
money than we take in. It's
killing jobs," he said.
Texas Gov. Rick Perry countered with an advertisement that
said four of his rivals combined
- none of them Romney - have
served 63 years in Congress,
"leaving us with debt, earmarks
and bailouts."
Former Pennsylvania Sen.
Rick Santorum, who has invested more time in Iowa than any
other contender, countered that
"most Americans now believe
that a little bit of experience
going into a job like president is
probably a good thing."
Santonun was the only presi-

Justice Dept. rejects S.0 voter ID law
MEG KINNARD
Associated Press
COLUMBIA, S.C.(AP) - The Justice
Department on Friday rejected South
Carolina's law requiring voters to show
photo identification at the polls, saying
it makes it harder for minorities to cast
ballots. It was the first voter ID law to be
refused by the federal agency in nearly
20 years.
The Obama administration said South
Carolina's law didn't meet the burden
under the 1965 Voting Rights Act, which
outlawed discriminatory practices preventing blacks from voting. Tens of
thousands of minorities in South

Carolina might not be able to cast ballots underSouth Carolina's law because
they don't have the right photo ID,
Assistant Attorney General Thomas
Perez said.
South Carolina's law was passed by a
Republican-controlled Legislature and
signed by GOP Gov. Nikki Haley. The
state's attorney general vowed to fight
the federal agency in court.
"Nothing in this act stops people from
voting," said Attorney General Alan
Wilson, who is also a Republican.
South Carolina's new voter ID law
requires voters to show poll workers a
state-issued driver's license or several

other alternative forms of photo identification.
"The U.S. Department of Justice today
blocked implementation of a new law
that would require South Carolina voters
to present a photo ID in order to vote,"
the state Election Commission said in a
statement late Friday. "Therefore, ID
requirements for voting will not change
at this time.'
South Carolina is among five states
that passed laws this year requiring
some form of ID at the polls, while such
laws were already on the books in
Indiana and Georgia, whose law
received approval from President

George W. Bush's Justice Department.
Indiana's law, passed in 2005, was
upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court in
2008.
Those new laws also allow voters
without the required photo ID to cast
provisional ballots, but the voters must
return to a specific location with that ID
within a certain time limit for their ballots to count.
Most of the laws have been promoted
and approved by Republicans, who
argue they are needed to avert voter
fraud. Democrats say the measures are
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Daily Forecast
The National Weather Service
Tuesday: Rain and snow
mainly before noon. High near
46.
Partly
night:
Tuesday
cloudy, low around 28.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny.
High near 45
Wednesday night: Mostly
clear with low around 31.
Thursday: Mostly sunny with
a high near 52.
Thursday night: Partly
cloudy with a low around 40
Friday: Mostly sunny with a
high near 57
Friday night: Partly cloudy
with low around 39
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Photographer documents 1111. wildlife
hunted so they don't like people. I have a
By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
very, very tiny little blind and I know
Staff Writer
In a making-of featurette on the when they come in. and I'll be there at the
acclaimed BBC documentary series crack of dawn. If I wait long enough and
"Planet Earth," a cameraman talks about I'm quiet enough, they will come in. I've
hiding in the jungle for months to capture had really good luck at this one little place
footage of the elusive Bird of Paradise's that I go. There's just no telling (what
mating dance. Although Murray resident you'll get) if you're willing to wait and be
Melodie Cunningham hasn't gone to quite patient. I'll spend 12 hours out there. I'll
those lengths, she said she can definitely go from sun up to almost sundown some
days. Some days, I come back with good
relate.
"I have sat in a blind for hours waiting stuff. Some days, nature just doesn't coopfor the wood duck to come in because erate."
Cunningham used to be an officer with
they are very skittish," said Cunningham,
who has spent a great deal of time taking the Murray Police Department, but was
wildlife photos in Land Between the injured in a vehicle accident in 2002 and
Lakes over the last few years. "They are had to retire. She said she had liked taking

photos with film when she was younger,
but had never experimented with digital
cameras much before. Since digital cameras were becoming much more common
at the time, she decided to use a cheaper
model and see what she could do with it.
She eventually decided to take a photo of
every structure in Calloway County that
was made of logs. There were more than
100 buildings matching that criteria, and
Cunningham said she was pleased with
the results.
"I figured if I could do that and the pictures were good, what could I do with better equipment?" she said. "So one thing
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JULIE PACE
Associated Press
(AP)
HONOLULU
President Barack Obama blended his roles as a father and commander-in-chief this Christmas,
and
presents
exchanging
singing carols with his family,
then greeting U.S. service members stationed at a Marine base
in Hawaii.
The president and his family
woke up early Sunday to open
gifts, the White House said,
then had breakfast and sang
Christmas carols at the multimillion-dollar house they rent in
Kailua Beach, near Honolulu.
Obama made two trips on
Christmas to nearby Marine
Corps Base Hawaii, first to
attend church services at the
base chapel. The president
dressed casually in dark khaki
pants and a short-sleeve blue
shirt, and his wife and daughters
for
sundresses
donned
Christmas services on a bright,
breezy day on the island of
Oahu.
After spending a few hours at
their rental home, the president
and Michelle Obama returned
to the base to visit with several
hundred service members and
their families, as they have done
in past years.
The Obamas posed for posed
for photos, signed autographs
and stopped to chat with the
military families gathered in the
dining hall, where roast beef,
salad and apple pie were on the
Christmas Day menu.
Eight-month-old Cooper Wall
Wagner, son of Capt. Greg
Wagner, got up close and personal with the president. grabbing his face, then sticking his
fingers in Obama's mouth.
An amused Obama said he
thought the baby just liked his
"big nose" - a comment that
drew laughter from several of
the Marines.
Many of the service members
stationed at Marine Corps Base
Hawaii have deployed to
Afghanistan, as well as Iraq,
where the last American troops
were withdrawn earlier this
month.
Back in the Washington area.
Vice President Joe Biden and
wife Jill Biden spent Christmas
visiting wounded service members and their families at Walter
Reed National Military Medical
Center.
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University student featured
in 2012 company calendar
By ANGIE HATTON
Staff Writer
urray State University
student Sophia Salvati,
Fairview
of
20,
Heights, Ill, is one of around
200 Hooter's restaurant employees featured in the 2012
Hooter's calendar.
Salvati, a public relations
major, has been working at the
Hooter's location at Kiener
Plaza in downtown St. Louis,
Mo. since February to help fund
her education.
She was tapped early in the
year for the calendar selection
process. Hooter's asks employees from each restaurant to send
in pictures of themselves to corporate headquarters for consideration.
Salvati and 15 others were
chosen for a photoshoot in June
at a high-end home in South
County outside St. Louis. She
found out in September that she
and four others had made the

M

HAPPENINGS
by Arran Peeler

We can't believe Christmas
is here! We have thoroughly
enjoyed all of the groups that
have come to entertain us.
We've even been visited by
the Girl Scouts this week.
Our road trip this week was
a drive to see all of the
Christmas lights. We started at
the Murray Park and ended up
in Draffenville at the Mike
Miller Park. I guess you never
get too old to enjoy all the
beautiful Christmas lights.
We sat back Wednesday
night and listened to Maddie
Ross, Martha Farris' .A,,ancl7
daughter, play her big'harp.
was absolutely beautiful! She
did an excellent job on such a
large instrument.
We had a fabulous country
ham breakfast on Friday, and
later that morning, we were
visited by the big,jolly guy in
red suit. He brought our presents early (so he could concentrate on the little guys
later). Marie Taylor played
and sang Christmas carols
before Santa arrived. Thanks
to Santa Claus for not forgetting us(even though we're not
sure if we were naughty or
nice) and thanks to Marie
Taylor for helping us celebrate
Christmas.
We hope everyone remembers that Christmas is not just
a holiday but a holy day. It's
not about presents, Santa
Claus, the lights, the shopping
and all the goodies, but Jesus
is the reason for the season.
Merry Christmas to all from
Hickory Woods resident and
staff!
...Nothing else looks orfeels
like home but we come close
84 Utterback Rd.• Murray, Ky
Mem:(270) 759-8700 • 1-888-231-5014

Sophia Salvati
final cut, and that their photographs would appear in the 2012
calendar.
Salvati said that image and
appearance is very important to
the Hooter's brand. Waitresses
are checked before they go out
on the floor of the restaurant to
make sure their hair and makeup
are done correctly, and that their
hose do not have runs, said
Salvati. However, she added
that Hooter's also stresses the
importance of professionalism.
"I've had tables tell me,
'We're really surprised that you
don't flirt with (us.)' And I
(say), 'I'm just your waitress,—
said Salvati. "Personally, I don't
think it's a bad job. We (at
Hooter's)do so much good, like

DeboN
Murray,

1

for breast cancer research, we
had a walk to raise money for
that, and we had one night
where we sent all our proceeds
to a homeless shelter in downtown (St. Louis). I don't think
people think of that when they
think of Hooter's."
To Salvati, working at the
restaurant is a lot of fun, she
stated.
"We jump rope and we ride
scooters and we hula-hoop
around and we play Connect
Four with the little kids at their
tables and give them balloons,
and it's a really fun restaurant,
more than just a girl wearing
orange shorts and a tank top."
As part of her calendar contract, Salvati and other Hooter's
employees participated in signings and charitable events in
Illinois and the St. Louis area
throughout the last three months
of 2011.
She said the most meaningful
experience was the last one. She
and several other women from
the calendar greeted 6,000 soldiers returning from Iraq and
Afghanistan at the Lambert-St.
Louis International Airport.
The Hooter's group signed
calendars for three hours as the
troops waited for connecting
flights to their homes around the
country.
"It was a great experience. It
was just a little thing that we
did, but it made (the soldiers) so
happy. (It was a way to) just
give back because they do so
much for us," Salvati stated.
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Photos by Melodie Cunningham
A bald eagle is pictured above nesting in Land Between the Lakes. Below is a photo of a dew
drop on a spider's web that won Melodie Cunningham first prize in the "Small World" category at this year's LBL Photo Contest.
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II Republican...
From Front
dential candidate in the state
during the day.
That changes Tuesday, with
bus tours planned by Perry, former House Speaker Newt
Gingrich and Minnesota Rep.
Michele Bachmann, all eager to
energize their existing supporters and attract new ones.
Texas Rep. Ron Paul arrives
Wednesday. Recent polls suggest he is peaking as caucus day
approaches. a rise that has him
tied with Romney or even
ahead, and drawing more scrutiny for his views.
The result figures to be a short
but intense stretch of campaigning through small towns and
even smaller towns, the sort of
one-on-one politicking that has
largely vanished in the electronic age.
Failing that, it will pay, tribute
to the types of cuisine that prosper in early 21st century
America.
The Perry bus will belly up to
Doughy Joey's in Waterloo and
to the Fainting Goat in Waverly,
an establishment whose website
says "After 10 p.m., we are the
type of place your mothers
warned you about." Perry also
will visit a vineyard and winery
in Carroll. Bachmann will make
an early-winter stop at a Dairy
Queen, as well as Pizza Ranch
establishments in Harlan, Red
Oak and Atlantic, three localities with a combined population
of 17,282. It's not all about the

Anna

food, though.
Perry has a stop arranged at
the Glenn Miller Museum in
Clarinda, population 5,301,
where the great bandleader was
born.
The Texas governor also has a
distinction that none of his
rivals can boast, a town that
shares his name. Thus, Perry
will visit Perry.
There were signs of strategic
shifts as candidates struggled to
stand out in advance of the
straw poll next week that inaugurates the round of primaries
and caucuses that will pick a
nominee to oppose President
Barack Obama next fall.
Perry's new ad shows images
of Gingrich, Paul, Santorum and
Bachmann as it criticizes
Congress and renews the governor's call for halving lawmakers'
pay and time spent in
Washington.
Despite the commercial's
implication, Gingrich and
Santorum were out of Congress
when the multibillion-dollar
financial bailouts of 2008
occurred. Paul and Bachmann
voted against the legislation.
Still, the approach taken suggests the Texas governor is
more concerned with outpacing
Paul, Bachmann, Santorum and
Gingrich on caucus night that he
is in defeating Romney.
The former Massachusetts
governor, making his second try
for the White House, has a wellfunded and well-organized campaign nationally and in Iowa.
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•Photographer...
Sabine's Gull, which breeds in
the Arctic and is typically only
led to another and I decided to seen in the northern hemisphere.
see how many animals I could Another time, she shot a photo
document."
of a Roseate Spoonbill, a large,
To date, Cunningham said she pink bird that looks somewhat
has probably taken about 30.000 similar to a flamingo but with a
photos of wildlife in LBL. She much wider beak, as the name
doesn't claim that they are all suggests. They are most comgood, but she has captured many monly seen in the Gulf of
fascinating sights, including Mexico or in countries farther
animals large and small during south.
every season. Earlier this year,
"I contacted some state
Cunningham won first prize at ornithologists, and (they said)
the LBL Photo Contest in the most likely, they were lost,"
"Small World" category for a Cunningham said. "Birds can
photo she took of a dew drop on lose direction for one reason or
a spider web. The contest is another. I think the Roseate
popular among Murray resi- Spoonbill had actually been
dents, and other winners from spotted somewhere down in
Murray this year included Hickman or in that vicinity, and
Teresa Gemeinhardt, Jill Asher he had some up here and I was
and Brett Davis, as well as the only one that spotted him up
here. And if I had not gotten a
Richard Lee of New Concord.
Cunningham estimates that picture of him, nobody would
she has documented more than have believed me. 'Yeah, OK,
100 species of birds, including you saw this big. pink bird.' I
several not native to the area. got one shot off at him, and I
One of the more unusual was a sent it to an ornithologist and

next thing I knew, my Internet,
my Hotmail, went crazy.
'Where was he? When did you
see him? What direction did, he
go?"
Cunningham now makes a
calendar every year and prints
about 50 copies to sell. People
can also buy prints from her
w e bsit e.
melcunninghamphoto.com. She
said she was at one point giving
photos away to people, but
friends suggested that she might
want to sell them.
"I sell them for what they cost
me to print," she said. "For me,
its not really a money-making
proposition. It's just to let people know more. I think, to look
what's in your own back yard.
Look what's available to you if
you just take the time to get out
and look at it and look for the
detail, the little things. Because
everybody looks for the big picture, and it's the picture inside
of the picture that makes you a
better photographer."

ure to protect the voting rights
of blacks. It is one of nine states
that require the agency's
approval.
The last time the Justice
Department rejected a voter ID
law was in 1994 when
Louisiana passed a measure
requiring a picture ID. After
changes were made, it was
approved by the agency.
Justice officials are reviewing
Texas' new law. Kansas,

Tennessee and Wisconsin also
passed laws this year, but they
are not under the agency's
review.
South Carolina's law also
required the state to determine
how many voters lack stateissued IDs so that the Election
Commission can work to make
sure they know of law changes.
The Department of Motor
Vehicles will issue free state
photo identification cards.

From Front

III Justice...
From Front
actually aimed at reducing
minority votes for their candidates.
The Justice Department must
approve changes to South
Carolina's election laws under
the federal Voting Rights Act
because of the state's past fail-
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Obituaries
Deborah 'Debbie' Thomas
Deborah "Debbie" Thomas, 53 of Bardwell, Ky., formerly of
Murray, died Friday, December 23, 2011 at the Western Baptist
Hospital in Paducah, Ky.
Thomas was born in Murray, Ky., on October l2,
1958 to Kathryn Parrish Bynum and the late
Raymond Bynum. She was a homemaker and a
member of the St. Charles Catholic Church in
Bardwell, Ky.
She is survived by her husband, Dean Thomas,
of Bardwell: her mother, Kathryn Bynum of
Murray; grandmother, Mary Grace Bynum of
Murray; one daughter, Carrie Watkins Gupton and
her husband, Ron, of Murray; one stepdaughter,
Thomas
Kara Thomas of Bardwell, Ky., one stepson, Kyle
Thomas of Bardwell, Ky;three sisters, Teresa Bast and her husband,
Ronnie; Patty Dedmon and Kathy Coles and her husband, Tim, all
of Murray, Ky: two brothers, Scott Bynum and his wife, Brenda, of
Prescott, Ariz., and James Bynum of Murray: two grandchildren
and one step-granddaughter
Funeral services will be held at 11 a.m. today, Tuesday, December
27 at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Jason Jones will
officiate Funeral mass will be held 1 p.m. Tuesday at St. Charles
Catholic Church in Bardwell, Ky, Father Richard Cash will officiate and burial will follow in the Bethel Cemetery. Online condolences may be made at www.diejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.

•

LOS ANGELES (AP) George Bailey can rest easy. He
really did make a difference in
the lives of people, including all
3.8 million in Los Angeles.
Bailey, for the one or two people who still haven't seen the
classic Frank Capra film 'It's A
Wonderful Life," is a man driven to the brink of suicide when
he comes to believe his life
never really mattered.
It's up to his quirky guardian
angel Clarence to set him
straight by showing Bailey,
played by Jimmy Stewart, what
the world would have been like
without him.
In honor of the film's 65th
anniversary, the City Council

declared
Friday 'It's
A
Wonderful Life Day" in Los
Angeles.
To get people in the spirit,
Councilman Tom LaBonge,several members of Capra's family
and a few others gathered at the
director's star on the Hollywood
Walk of Fame on a sunny holiday morning.
The section of the walk, it
turns out, is one filled with
cheesy souvenir shops and sex
toy emporiums. They give it
more the look of Pottersyille,
the disreputable place in the film
that the evil banker Mr. Potter
turns bucolic Bedford Falls into
when Bailey isn't there to stop
him.

Mary Lou Outland Swann, 99 of Murray, Ky., died Friday,
PYONGYANG, North Korea
December 23, 2011 at the Spring Creek Health Care in Murray.
(AP) - North Korea hailed Kim
She was born August 5, 1912 in Calloway Co.. Jong 11's son as "supreme
Ky. to the late Jabe Waldo and Meda Ona Ward leader" of the 1.2-million strong
Outland. She was a 1930 graduate of Murray High
military, ramping up its camSchool, and a 1936 graduate of Murray State paign to install the young man
University with a B.S.. Swann was a retired school as the nation's next leader even
teacher from the Murray City School district hav- as the mourning for his father
ing taught fifth grade. She was also a member of continued a week after his
the First Baptist Church, the Pairs & Spares death.
Sunday School class and taught for 62 years in the
Kim Jong Un made a third
primary department of First Baptist Church.
visit Saturday to the palace
Swann
Swarm is survived by one daughter, Dorothy
where his father's body is lying
Alice Jones and husband, Jackie, of Murray; one in state - this time as "supreme
son Fred Swann and wife, Christie, of Murray; two grandchildren leader of the revolutionary
and one great grandchild. Also several nieces and nephews. She was armed forces" and accompanied
preceded in death by her parents, husband, Roy Hoffman Swann, by North Korea's top military
two brothers, Everett Ward, and John Edward Outland.
brass, according to the official
Funeral services will be held at Ila.m. on Wednesday, December Korean Central News Agency.
28, at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Kerry Lambert will
The new title and public show
officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens. of support from the military
Visitation will be held from 5-8 p.m. today, Tuesday, December 27 leadership sent a strong signal
at the funeral home.
that the nation will maintain
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchun;hillfuneral- Kim Jong ll's "military first"
home.com.
policy for the time being.
Earlier Saturday, the newspaAnna Faye Adams Hoke
per Rodong Sinmun, mouthAnna Faye Adams Hoke,88, of Murray, died December 25, 2011
piece of the ruling Workers'
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Party, urged Kim Jong Un to
Born March 12, 1923 in Murray, Hoke was a member and former accept the top military post:
Sunday school teacher at Scott's Grove Baptist Church.
"Comrade Kim Jong Un, please
She is preceded in death by her husband of more than 60 years.
Carl: parents, Ed B. and Ora Josephine Hill Adams; son, Charles
git24.01K9qte,rs, HarryJA,, TQl11, Raybum G., Fred, Hill and Dick
,httatrieeSisters, Gladys Daieil, Birdie Lawson and Treva Block.
WASHING ION (API - A
Hoke is sureived by two daughters, Marie Keel and husband, Ken, small comet survived what
of Old Hickory, Tenn; Diana Bennett of Murray; two sons, Jackie
astronomers figured would be a
Hoke and wife. Linda of Murray; Tommy Hoke and wife, Pam, of sure death when it danced
Murray; a daughter-in-law, Peggy Hoke of Murray; eight grandchiluncomfortably close to the
dren and eight great-grandchildren.
broiling sun. Comet Lovejoy,
A funeral service is scheduled for 11 a.m. today. Tuesday,
which was only discovered a
December 27 at the Heritage Family Funeral Home. John Denham
couple of weeks ago, was supand Rev. Glenn Orr will officiate. Interment will follow at the
posed to melt Thursday night
when it came close to where
Murray Memorial Gardens.
temperatures hit several million
degrees. Astronomers had
Rose Mills
tracked 2.000 other sun-grazing
Rose Mills, 94, of Murray, died Saturday, December 24, 2011 at
comets make the same suicidal
Spring Creek Health Care.
Arrangements are incomplete at Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

assume the supreme commandership, as wished by the people."
Kim Jong Un, who is in his
late 20s and was unveiled in
September 2010 as his father's
choice as successor, will be the
third-generation Kim to rule the
nation of 24 million. His father
and grandfather led the country
under different titles, and it
remains unclear which other
titles will be bestowed on the
grandson.
Kim ll Sung, who founded
North Korea in 1948, retains the
title of "eternal president" even
after his death in 1994.
Son Kim Jong II ruled as
chairman of the National
Defense Commission, supreme
commander of the Korean
Peoples Army and general secretary of the Workers' Party.
Kim Jong Un was promoted to
four-star general and appointed
a vice chairman of the Central
Military Commission of the
Workers' Party. He had been
expected to assume a number of
other key posts while being

Comet plunges close to the sun
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Roy Rex Mason, age 65, of Almo, died Sunday, December 25.
2011 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born September 9, 1946, Mason enjoyed fishing, watching old
school wrestling and was a member of Bethel Baptist Church. He
was preceded in death by his parents Rex and Jessie Miller Mason:
three brothers, Robert Rex Mason, William Steve Mason, and
Ronald Wyatt; and a sister, Helen Maness.
Mason is survived by his wife, Grace Prezzia Mason; four sons.
Rex Mason and wife, Jessica of Almo; John Mason and wife. Billie
Ann of Fairdealing; Roy Jr. Mason and wife, Cara of Nev.
Concord, and Tony Mason; two daughters, Dorothy Oliver and husband, Gary of Murray and Grace Ann and husband, Randy of
Dexter; a brother, Wayne Wyatt and wife, Peggy of Dexter; 20
grandchildren and nine great-grandchildren.
Funeral services are scheduled for 2 p.m. today Tuesday,
December 27 at Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Jon Goodman will
officiate. Interment will follow in the Coles Campground Cemetery.
The family will receive visitors today from noon until the funeral
hour. Condolences may be left at www.imesmillencom.

trip. None had ever survived.
But astronomers watching live
with NASA telescopes first saw
the sun's corona wiggle as
Lovejoy went close to the sun.
They were then shocked when a
bright spot emerged on the sun's
other side. Lovejoy lived.
"I was delighted when 1 saw it
go into the sun and I was
astounded when I saw something re-emerge," said U.S.
Navy solar researcher Karl
Battams.

movie ever made."
The film, whose story takes
place at Christmas, became a
holiday classic with the dawn of
television, when families began
to gather each holiday season to
watch it.
It aired again Saturday night
on NBC.
"It carried with it the message
that you can find in each of my
dad's films. The message of
hope," Capra said. "Maybe like
George Bailey, we should pause
for a brief moment and examine
our lives and see if we can make
a difference as long as we never
give up."

t

groomed to succeed his father.
His father's death comes at a
sensitive time for North Korea,
which was in the middle of discussions with the U.S. on food
aid and restarting talks to dismantle the North's nuclear
weapons program. Chronically
short of food and suffering from
a shortfall in basic staples after
several harsh seasons, officials
had been asking for help feeding
its people even as North
Koreans prepared for 2012 celebrations marking Kim II Sung's
100th birthday.
North Korea has emphasized
the Kim family legacy during
the sped-up succession movement for Kim Jong Un. State
media invoked Kim 11 Sung in
declaring the people's support
for the next leader, comparing
the occasion to Kim Jong El's
ascension to "supreme commander" exactly 20 years ago
Saturday.
At the Kumsusan Memorial
Palace, Kim Jong Un and senior
commanders paid silent tribute
to Kim Jong II, "praying for his

immortality," KCNA said. The
military also pledged its loyalty
to Kim Jong Un,the report said.
"Let the whole army remain
true to the leadership of Kim
Jong Un over the army,* KCNA
reported - a pledge reminiscent
of those made when Kim Jong II
was named supreme commander.
The call to rally behind Kim
Jong Un, dubbed the 'Great
Successor" in the wake of his
father's death on Dec. 17(mm a
heart attack, comes amid displays of grief across North
Korea. The official mourning
period lasts until after Kim's
funeral Wednesday and a
memorial Thursday.
In Pyongyang, mourners waited in line Saturday to bow and
lay flowers at Kim's portrait at
plazas and government buildings, including the Pyongyang
Circus Theater and the April 25
People's Army House of
Culture, even as temperatures
dropped to 14 degrees below 7
degrees.

Check Out These Great Homes
2258 Hal Drive • Briarcrest Subdivision

IN

Pat Cherr,
2711.2934131S

Nen Construction. 3 bedroom. 2-1/2 baths. 2 car garage.
Hantwood in hallways, kitchen, dining. familyroom. Tile, carpet.
Kitchen has lots of cabinets and pantry. bland. Sane. refngerator. dishwasher. microwave and garbage disposal. Master bedroom with master bath. Large tiled walk in shower. Split bedroom design. Utak!. mom. Back concrete covered porch with
ceiling fan and electricity. Central heat and air. Gas heat. Open
floor plan. Lots of windows throughout. MISS 2258

Priced at $215,000!
241 Lover's Lane • Almo
If you are looking for a little room to roam here is the
place for you. Approximately 5 acres with a pond and
lots of trees. Cute link 2 bedroom. 1 bath home is the
fixer upper's dream. Come on in and make owning
your own home a reality
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Price reduced to $153 900!

Happy New Year!
How can we possibly thank everyone who has made our holidays so special? We have had non-stop entertainment and
carolers. A big thank you to our local schools: North
Elementary; South Elementary, Calloway High and Murray
Middle and High School. Who could forget the Farmington
Kindergartners? Thank you to our local churches for their
kindness and support. We're all still eating all the fudge,goodies and cookies! My best friend, Jan, is so envious of my chocolate consumption! We're looking forward to a great New Year,
and maybe some snow, because snow makes everything more
magical. A big thank you from me to the staff of Fern Terrace
for their never-ending support.
Peggy Byczynski
Activity Director
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STOCK MARKET REPORT
Stock price information not available today due
to early deadline.

Our December Jackpot Winners air:
Rex Houston, Nancy Kinunons & Lucille Wofford
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That didn't dampen Friday's
celebration, however, which
included Jimmy Hawkins, the
actor who played Bailey's 5year-old son, Tommy.
As one of the last surviving
cast members, the 70-year-old
actor-producer said he considers
it an honor to introduce new
audiences to the movie.
When it debuted in theaters in
1946, "It's A Wonderful Life"
was actually a commercial and
critical flop. But if that bothered
Capra, he never let it show.
"My father always said that
'It's A Wonderful Life' was the
best movie that he ever made,"
Tom Capra said. "As a matter of
fact, he said it was the best

Kim's last gift to North Korea, a huge load of fish

Maly Lou Outland Swann
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Los Angeles 'Wonderful Life Day'
honors classic Frank Capra film
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Welcome home to U.S.
soldiers,job well done
By Susan Stamper Brown
Cagle News Service
Surrounded by the protection of barbed wire fences and
cement barricades, the United
States Forces — Iraq flag was
furled for the last time during
an unpretentious ceremony in
Baghdad. Iraq on December
15, 2011.
It has been a long nine
years. At the war's onset in
2003, troops were promised
the only way to return home
was through Baghdad.
Nine years, two administrations. and multiple tours later,
with mission finally accomplished, troops headed home
to celebrate Christmas.
The holiday celebrations this
year should extend to include
honoring the many soldiers,
sailors, airmen and marines who
have sacrificed so much for
the liberation of Iraq.
Given the current political
climate, it is unrealistic to
expect the ticker tape parades
of days-gone-by that took place
to commemorate war's end.
At the moment, conditions
look favorable for the people
of Iraq. but enduring freedom
in this country bordering the
saber-rattling Islamic regime
of Iran is a crap shoot at best.
Albeit the existence of a
free Middle East devoid an
American presence there may
be atop our Christmas wish
list, a wish • it shall remain -until history does its part to
tell us the rest of the story.
Unlike what seems to be happening in some "Arab Spring"
countries, which may soon succumb to the weight of their
own ineptitude, America's pres-

ence in Iraq has unequivocally contributed to the birth of
a fledgling democracy in a
region known for and surrounded by deep and widespread oppression.
There is much in Iraq for
America to be proud of despite
the comments coming from
isolationist naysayers like
Republican presidential hopeful Ron Paul, who has all but
pissed on the graves of those
who made the ultimate sacrifice for a war he recently
described as "useless" during
the GOP Presidential Debate
in Iowa.
As nonsensical as it may
be. Paul is entitled to his own
opinion, but it might be much
wiser to heed the voice of
common sense coming from
those whose boots are soiled
with Iraqi desert sands -- like
U.S. General Lloyd Austin —
who recently said America's
sacrifice gave the Iraqi people
"an unprecedented opportunity
to live in a relatively peaceful environment."
Similarly, Defense Secretary
Leon Panetta acknowledged
"the cost was high in blood
and treasure" but "those lives
have not been lost in vain"
because "they gave birth to an
independent and sovereign
Iraq."
As many of us pause during this busy holiday season
to reflect on the birth of freedom for mankind offered to
us by way of a lowly Bethlehem manger, we should offer
a prayer of thanks for the birth
of a sovereign Iraq and the
soldiers who gave her a chance.
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Tax reform, crane hunting and 2012 election
Courier-Journal
Louisville, Ky.
Four years ago, Gov. Steve
Beshear took office as governor of Kentucky believing he
would be able to operate in
an economy sufficiently robust
to allow for new and expanded programs in top-priority
areas.
But there were precious few
opportunities to move in new
and progressive directions. The
stock markets had already begun
to slide, and the Great Recession struck with full force the
next year. Governing became
an exercise in managing drastic revenue shortfalls.
Gov. Beshear resisted replenishing state coffers with broad
tax increases, arguing that raising taxes during a deep recession is the wrong thing to do.
He doubtless believes that, and
many economists would agree
with him, but he surely also
knew that new taxes could cost
him re-election.
It is time now for a different approach.
First, a revenue-neutral plan
that merely makes the tax system fairer will not suffice. A
revamped tax system must strike
most Kentuckians as just, of
course, but it must also bring
in appreciably more money.
Otherwise, critical needs will
go unmet, and the state will
face being overwhelmed by pension and other long-term obligations.
In the current fevered antitax political climate, real reform
will require strong leadership
from the governor, a carefully
crafted and easily understood
proposal. and support recruited tirelessly from key legislators, local officials and business leaders.
Second, even though it is
unlikely that either the details
of a plan or the mustering of
necessary legislators' votes can
be accomplished in time to enact

IN OTHER WORDS
The following are editorials from newspapers across
Kentucky offering divergent points of view about
issues of importance.
cations for 800 elk permits.
You have to conclude there is
not a great desire among the
sporting community to hunt
sandhi!l cranes, perhaps because
hunting sandhi!l cranes does
not seem very sporting.
The KDFWR has done lasting good across the state by
preserving, restoring and creating wildlife habitat and natural areas — for species that
are hunted and those that are
not.
The agency employs a staff
of biologists, and they assure
us that the sandhill crane hunt
will catch birds flying south
and will be over in time for
thelarger northward migration
that makes for great bird-watching around Barren River Lake
in February.
The agency's leaders and the
Fish and Wildlife Commissiog
should ask themselves, nonetheHerald-Leader
less, whether the sandhill crane
Lexington, Ky.
Recently, Kentucky became hunt was a wise decision.
The number of hunters who
the first state east of the Mississippi to allow the hunting support the Fish and Wildlife
of sandhill cranes since the mag- budget with their license fees
nificent migratory bird was is in decline, while the numhunted almost to extinction in ber of people who watch
wildlife for recreation is risthe early 20th century.
The Kentucky Department ing. Alienating this large body
for Fish and Wildlife Resources of potential supporters, so a
generated public outrage and few hundred people can shoot
massive ill will for itself by at sandhill cranes, is not in
Fish and Wildlife's long-term
promoting this hunt.
It did not generate a lot of interests.
interest among hunters. The
department, which plans to The Independent
allow 400 sandhi!l cranes to Ashland, Ky.
The 2012 election in this area
be killed between Dec. 17 and
Jan. IS, has issued permits to became a lot more interesting,
332 people, according to a Dec. and few people saw it coming. U.S. Rep. Geoff Davis'
9 press release.
Compare that with the 35,359 announcement in a press release
hunters who filed 61,500 appli- issued Dec. 15 that he would

tax reform in the 2012 General Assembly, the moment to
get to work is now. The specifics
of tax reform and the politics
of passage are complicated, and
working groups — widely representative and, whenever possible, bipartisan -- must be
assembled soon and put to the
task of drafting proposals.
Beshear, as he did four years
ago, pledged also to fight for
expanded gambling, although
now he favors a constitutional amendment instead of simply a new statute. That's fine.
But the legislative obstacles
remain formidable, and it's hard
to avoid a sense that Kentucky,
shall we say, has largely missed
the gambling boat. Genuine tax
reform remains the best bet
for an adequately funded state
government.

not seek re-election in 2012
stunned even Republican insiders.
Not that there was not
already great interest in the 2012
election, mind you. After all,
President Barack Obama will
be running against whomever
the Republican Party nominates
next November, and presidential races always attract the
most voter interest and participation. However, here in Kentucky, the Republican nominee
is expected to easily outpoll
Obama and win the state's eight
electoral votes. No one considers Kentucky a pivotal state
in 2012.
Even Kentucky's role in
choosing the Republican nominee is expected to be minimal. By the time of the Kentucky primary in mid-May, it
is likely that the leading candidate will have locked up the
GOP nomination. Nevertheless,
Kentucky voters still can use
the primary to express their
dissatisfaction with their party's
nominee.
Other than the race for president, there are no statewide
races on the 2012 ballot in
Kentucky. However, voters will
elect half of the state Senate
and all 100 members of the
state House of Representatives.
Davis' decision to leave Congress comes at a time when
he is just beginning to gain
enough seniority to do the most
good for his district.
In Washington, seniority
means power. particularly in
the House of Representatives,
and whoever is elected to succeed will have zero seniority.
With so much political infighting now taking place in Washington, it must be frustrating
to serve in Congress. Davis is
leaving at a time when Congress is largely dysfunctional.
Maybe his successor can help
change that. One can only hope.

Yes, Virginia, America has a political center
By Joe Gandelman
Cagle News Service
"Dear Columnist: I am 8
years old. Some of my little
friends say there is no political center in America.
"Papa says 'If you see it in
that Cagle column it's so.'
Please tell me the truth: Is
there a political center in America?"
Virginia Schmillap
Virginia, your little friends
are wrong. They have been
impacted by listening to too
much left and right talk radio,
watching too many ideological cable shows, falling into
political and ideologue bubbles by only reading websites
they totally agree with before
they read a single word of
content -- and by an America
divided by ambitious politicians who accentuate division
to attain power.
If your little friends study
American history they'll see
that once upon a time consensus, honorable political compromise, and aggregating interests
by building broad political
coalitions were considered
strengths and virtues - not weak-

nesses and sins.
All minds, Virginia, are little.
Political minds used to try
and go beyond immediate, tactical considerations for scoring political ppints, but today's
political battl.n are firmlyanchored 24/7 by political parties and politicos involved in
perpetual campaigns.
Many Americans now view
our anger-fueled politics as a
kind of fun version of political wrestling.
It's no longer about issue
solving and policy. It's mostly about winning one for your
political sports team, giving
high fives when the other side
loses and gleefully rubbing
your defeated foe's face in
it.
Yes, Virginia, America does
have a political center.
Proof that it exists is seen
by polls showing that the bulk
of Americans reject the crackpot of ideas of birthers who
suggest Barack Obama wasn't
born in the United States or
that the American government
was somehow behind 9/11.
The center exists as certainly as thought. analysis, and

balance still exist. Alas: how
dreary and dangerous American politics would be if tHere
was no center.
It'd be as dreary as if there
were no Virginias.
The center's existence is profusely documented in historical detail by John Avlon in
his lively book "Independent
Nation: How Centrism Can
Change American Politics."
It is also documented in
"Leading from the Center: Why
Moderates Make the Best Presidents" in which historian Gil
Troy classifies Ronald Reagan
as a moderate.
Why? Because even with
Reagan's strongly conservative
principles, he upset conservatives by compromising and
working with Democrats.
He didn't dig in his heels
and focus on power plays, ideological purity or obsess with
political domination. And. in the
end. Reagan redefined America's center.
The center may shift to the
left or the right as it has in
recent decades -- but it is there.
And those who seriously ignore
it risk being swept away by
the broom of political history.

Sen. Joseph McCarthy was
finished when he alienated the
center. Martin Luther King,
Jr.'s eloquence and protests won
the center.
The noisy 1960s anti-war
protests angered the center and
helped elect Richard Nixon.
George
Democratic
Sen.
McGovern was too extreme for
the center.
Ronald Reagan won by reassuring the electorate's center.
Bill Clinton successfully veered
right after losing the center.
The winning candidate in 2012
must capture the center.
Those on the left and right
ridicule the center as wishywashy or wimpish but centrists read, decide, study, take
strong stands, and, most
assuredly, vote.
Just because you see mostly left and right wing ideologues
on cable shows doesn't mean
the center does not exist. The
center is an intermediate point
between passionate conservatives and passionate liberals.
It's an oasis that bares political fruit.
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Local home
to host food
drive for
Need Line

DATEBOOK
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
choir to host musicals

Cit
Datebook

The public is invited to attend Poplar
Spring Baptist Church for a celebration of
the birth of Jesus Christ through the music
ministry. On Wednesday, Dec, 28, at 7 p.m.
the youth choir will sing selections from
"Celebrate The Day." The church is located at 749 Poplar Springs Drive. No admission charge or ticket is necessary. For information, call 1270) 436-2564.

Fundraiser being held

Morris,
Until the end of December, Merryman
Community
House is collecting donations of old cell
editor
phones which will be turned in to Shelter
Alliance to be refurbished or destroyed. Merryman House which
will receive money for each donation and money raised will
be used to help someone in need. Drop-off boxes are located
at Kopperud Realty, Murray Bank and Primary Care. For more
information,
Ragsdale
e-mail
Mayda
at
ragsdalem@newwavecomm.net.
Jessica

Bingo to be held Tuesdays at KoC
The public is invited to Bingo Night, held every Tuesday
at 6:30 p.m. at the Knights of Columbus. 332 Squire Rd.,
Murray. Please note the building is a non-smoking facility. For
more information, contact Kevin at (270) 293-7061.

Photo provided

CRAM COACH HOBB'S ROOM: The Calloway County Lady Laker Volleyball Girls recently
participated in a community service project in response to a need for pantry items to assist
Need Line clients. The project, also known as, "Cram Coach Hobbs' Classroom," ran from
Dec. 1-19. Via donations, the group was able to deliver approximately 500 pounds of food,
personal hygiene and cleaning supplies to Need Line.

Robotics team looking for new members
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All high school students from Murray and Calloway County are encouraged to join the Murray-Calloway County Robotics Team. The team's objectives include to reach out to all
children in the community by sharing an excitement for science, technology, engineering and math, to use robotics to create attention and provide hands-on opportunities and advanced
skills to team members. The next team meeting will be held
Tuesday, Dec. 27, from 6:30-8:30 p.m. at the Area Technology Center (beside Murray High School on Sycamore Street).
Parent's night will be held Friday, Jan. 13, at Calloway County High School (rear entrance near CCMS). The Regional competition will be, held March 1-2, at the Convention Center in
Knoxville,Tenn. For more information, visit www.team3843.com.
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Bob and Gina Hurst, 885
Kirksey Almo Rd., Murray,
have decorated their home and
farm with Christmas lights and
will be accepting canned goods
donations from the public to
be given to Need Line. Directions include take U.S. Hwy.
80 towards Mayfield, turn right
on 783(Airport Rd.)go approximately four miles then turn
left on 464 (Kirksey Almo
Rd.) Lights will be less than
one mile on the left.
Viewers are asked to drive
down entirely to see all the
lights. A donation box will he
at the beginning of the display.
For information. call (270)
293-4612 or (270) 293-5037.
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CLEARANCE SALE

75% OFF
*Christmas Decor
+Garden Gifts
*Monogram Items

Smoking Cessation classes offered

SO% OFF

The Cooper Clayton Smoking Cessation Classes, one of the
most effective ways to stbp smoking, begins Tuesday, Jan. 3,
from 5:30-6:30 p.m. at the Center for Health and Wellness.
The class will meets each Tuesday for 13 weeks. For information and to register, call 762-1348.

*Garden Furniture
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Bank of Cadiz announces trip
The Bank of Cadiz Travel Club is planning a day trip to
Paducah to see John Mueller's "Winter Dance Party" at the
Carson Center on Friday. Feb. 10, 2012. At over two hours,
"Winter Dance Party" is an authentic re-creation of Buddy
Holly, Ritchie Valens and the Big Bopper's final tour. The trip
includes tickets to the performance, Deluxe Motorcoach transportation and a snack supper. Deadline to register for the trip
is Friday, Jan. 6. For more information, call Jennifer Eidson
at 759-4852.

CPR and Lay Responder classes offered
CPR and Lay Responder classes are offered monthly through
the Calloway County Chapter. For upcoming dates and to register for a class, visit www.redcross.org/takeaclass.

"Kentucky Certified Nursery Professionals"

Photo provided

BOOK EXCHANGE: Betty Hornsby, of The Murray Magazine
Club. shows off her new cookbook, "Kentucky Celebrities."
The Club met recently at Nancy McMinn's house for a
Christmas Party and Book Exchange.

Open Monday-Thursday 9-5
HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725
1-800-472-8852

Angels Attic
seek items

The Angels Attic Thrift
Shop, 972 Chestnut Street. is
in need of items as they conNew place needed by group
tinue to provide funding for
Beginning January 2012, The Pour Rivers Music Friends, Angels Healthcare Clinic for
which meets from 2-4 p.m. the first and third Sunday of each those who have no medical
month, will be looking for a new location in which to play. insurance in Murray and CalIf anyone knows of a place or would like more information, loway County.Specifically,they
call Vel Burkeen at 753-6979.
are in need of men's, women's
and children's clothing, furniOvereaters'Anonymous to meet
ture, appliances, household
Overeaters' Anonymous, a 12-step recovery group for all items and toys.
types of eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30
Items can be received Monp.m. at Christ Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. day through Saturday, 8 a.m.
For information, call Marcia at (270) 247-7414 or Jim at (270) to 5 p.m. or call for pickup
at 762-0505.
623-8850.

DivorceCare
meetings held
Wednesdays
DivorceCare is a special
weekly seminar and support
group for people who are separated or divorced. If you know
someone going through a
divorce, make sure he or she
knows about DivorceCare. It
might just be the best thing
you could do to help.
Meetings are at Elm Grove
Baptist Church, 6483 St. Rt.
94 East, beginning at 6 p.m.
every Wednesday. Call (270)
293-2509 for more information.

Jesus is the Reason
for the Season!

AFTEK CHMTMAS

56.1.1!
DEC. 26TH THKU ?
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C46.risfian giookiore

5th & Main St.• Murray • 753-1622
Fri. 9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.• Sat. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Come Check Out Our
New Arrivals!

SALE
tAr to
OFF
50%
Storewicte!

Clothing, Coats,
Shoes
...and all the
Accessories!
Boys: Birth-7
Girls: Birth-6x

Horns of MI Things Nursery!!

270-753-7534
209 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY

JO*

After aristrnas

moo—Fri. 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

(starts Mondaj, December 260)
305-C South 12th Street•Murray, KY 42071•(270) 753-5678
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MOST CARING: North Calloway Elementary School has
selected students from each classroom who represent the
"most caring." Pictured above are students in kindergarten,
first and second grades, as follows: In the first row, Liam
Perry, Harleigh Cole, Sophie Hendley and Cole Lovins; in the
second row, Kimberly Ventura, Emilee Natividad, Sydney
Wyatt, Laken Rich and Garrett Scott; in the third row, Lila
Rose Williams, Logan Ramsey, Will Duncan, Emerson
Grogan and Madison Duncan.

MOST RESPONSIBLE: Pictured are students chosen as
"Most Responsible" at North Calloway Elementary School.
Pictured above are student in kindergarten, first and second
grades. Pictured below are students in the third, fourth and
fifth grades.

Offering Seven Types of
Massage Therapy Services
'Therapeutic Massage
'Deep Tissue Massage
*Hot Stone Massage
*PreNatal Massage
*Sports Massage

• All designed to
suit your budget
AND
busy schedule!

*Chair Massage

Erickson selected Dec. Murray
High Rotary Student of the Month

*HydroMassage
Ask about our MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM /t's FREE to JO/N.

1710 t 11. 121 North
Murray, KY 42071
Carol Chapman / MISD

270.761.REST
%%.therctreatolmurra‘.com

THE

GOLD TAGS: Murray Elementary School Principal Denise
Whitaker has announced students that have earned a gold
tag at MES. Pictured, from top down, are students in the
kindergarten, first and second grade levels.
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FINISH of

2011
Jeep

fa Mt 01011

Cain's is celebrating THE BIG FINISH 2011
with HUGE SAVINGS on our few remaining
2011 models and kicking off some great
savings on our 2012 models that are
arriving daily.

To place an
.41 -y,
ad call (.3
753-1916 —
LEDGER&TIMES

By ANDREA GRAHAM
MHS Black and Gold
Murray High School senior
Lauren Erickson was chosen the
December Rotary Student of the
Month by MHS Faculty and
Teachers.
Erickson, elected -Best
Dressed- by the Class of 2012,
is perhaps best known for her
stylish taste, kind personality,
and amazing achievements in
the sport of swimming.
Erickson has been a member of
the Murray High School Varsity
Swim Team since 2005 as well
as the Murray Youth Swim
Team, which she has been a part
of since 2001. She also was a
member of the Paducah Swim
Team from 2008 to 2010.
Erickson has won numerous
awards and has set and reset
multiple records in her impressive swimming career. Her

HOLIDAY
TACO

2012 DODGE CHARGE SXT
3.6 Liter, V-6, 8-Speed Automatic, Leather,
Moon Roof, Alloy Wheels, Spoiler, Loaded
292 Horsepower + 31 MPG

Mayfield, Murray & Paducah,Kentucky

accomplishin
ments
swimming
include the
Most
Valuable
Swimmer
Award 2010
and 2011,
Varsity Swim
Erickson
Team
Captain 2010 and 2011, member of the 10,000 Yard Club of
the MHS Swim Team 2011,
KHSAA
Region
One
Swimming Champion 100 Fly
2010 and 2011, KHSAA Region
One Swimming Champion
Back 2009 and 2010, KHSAA
All-Region
First
Team
Selection 2010 and 2011,
KHSAA State Swimming
Championships Qualifier 2008,
2009, 2010, and 2011, KHSAA
State Swimming Championship
Consolation Finals 100 Fly
2010 and 2011 and KHSAA
State Swimming Championship
Consolation Finals 100 Back
2011. She holds Murray High
School Swim Team records in
100 Fly, 100 Back, 100 Breast,
100 Free, 200 Free, 500 Free,
200 Individual Medley, 200
Free Relay and 400 Free Relay.
Erickson is also successful
outside of the pool, maintaining
a 4.0 GPA and obtaining the
Most Outstanding Musician
award, National Spanish Exam
Silver Ranking in 2010 and an
honorable mention on the exam
in 2011. Lauren was chosen for
Kentucky
All-District
Symphonic Band in 2009 and
Kentucky Quad State Band in
2009 and 2010.
Also selected for MHS Prom
Court in 2010, Football
Homecoming Court in 2011 and
Miss MHS Court in 2011,
Erickson was one of five
Murray High School students
sent to the Governor's Scholar
Program. Recently, Erickson
signed a letter of intent to swim
for the University of Nevada
Las Vegas.

$28,892*
*Plus tax, title & license • EPA Hwy Mileage

Cain's

CHRYSLER * DODGE JEEP • RAM
1400 North 12th Street• Murray, KY 42071 •800-859-3994
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Pearl Harbor survivor's
ashes interred aboard
the USS Arizona
PEARL HARBOR, Hawaii
(AP) - A Marine who survived the Japanese attack on
Pearl Harbor has returned to
the USS Arizona for eternity.
Divers took an urn holding
the cremated remains of
Frank Cabiness from the late
Marine's family, swam over
to the sunken battleship, and
placed the container inside
during a solemn ceremony on
Friday.
Hawaii-based
Marines
from the 3rd
Marine
Regiment performed a rifle
salute and taps during the
solemn ceremony some nine
years after Cabiness died in
Lewisville, Texas, at the age
of 86.
His son, Jerry Cabiness,
said his father always wanted
to return to his ship.
"He said it was because
that's where he belonged.
Because he lost all of his
friends there and he wanted
to be with them," Jerry
Cabiness said after the service.
The family took some time
to fulfill his father's wishes because they had some financial problems and it's expensive to travel to Hawaii, he
said.
"But we finally got it done.
And it was a beautiful ceremony. The Marines did him
proud," he said.
Dozens of Arizona crew
members who lived through
the Dec. 7, 1941, attack have
chosen to have their ashes
interred on the battleship
after death. Many do it out of
a desire to join those they left
behind. Survivors who
served on the USS Utah - the
only other ship sunk in the
attack that still sits in the harbor - have done the same.
Servicemen who served on
other ships and on land may
have their ashes scattered in
the harbor if they choose.
Most of the dozen U.S. ships
that sank or were beached 70
years ago were repaired and

returned to service.
Altogether,
2,390
Americans were killed in the
attack that brought the
United States into World War
The Arizona lost 1,177
sailors and Marines - more
than any ship or unit. Most of
those who died are still
entombed on the vessel,
which rests next to Ford
Island where it sank nine
minutes after being hit by a
Japanese aerial bomb.
Cabiness, who was a private first class when
Japanese planes bombed the
Arizona on Dec. 7,1941. was
among the 337 crew members who survived.
Jerry Cabiness said his
father was at his battle station
in the main mast of the ship
when the ship was hit. He
narrowly avoided getting hit
by machine gun fire, and
luckily his only injury was
from friction burns suffered
when he slid down a ladder
while rushing to abandon
ship.
Jerry Cabiness said his
father jumped into the water
and wasn't blown from the
deck, which had been reported earlier from a Marine
news release.
The family still has the
only material possession he
managed to leave the ship
with: a watch that stopped at
8:15, the moment that
Sunday morning when he hit
the water after jumping off
the Arizona.
After the war, he worked
for an oil pipeline company
in Texas that later became
Amoco Pipeline. He measured and documented oil that
traveled through a pipeline to
a refinery. He never missed a
day of work in 30 years, Jerry
Cabiness said.
He didn't mention the
attack much.
"It was just too hard for
him. He just couldn't do it,"
his son said.

Making sense of Facebook; Take
time to curate 'Timeline'changes
NEW YORK(AP)- I've often
joked that if something's not on
Facebook, it didn't happen.
Facebook's new Timeline feature makes that adage even more
apparent.
Timeline is Facebook's new
way of presenting you to the
world. It replaces your traditional profile page - the one with
your headshot and a smorgasbord of personal musings, photos and other items to share with
friends. Instead of just a snapshot of you today, Timeline is
supposed to be a scrapbook of
your whole life.
But these highlights are culled
from what Facebook sees as
important - the stuff you and
your friends have chosen to
write or post photos about over
the years. So it's crucial to spend
time curating it, so your life
doesn't come across as vain. If
you're not careful, you also
might reveal skeletons from
your past to more recent friends.
Once you're ready for
Timeline, you have a week to
airbrush your life before it
replaces your current profile.
That's not a lot of time when you
have (cough. cough) years of
your life to go through. I suggest
focusing on the years since you
joined Facebook. You can
always add photos from childhood later.
To set up Timeline, visit
http://facebook.comitimeline .
Facebook will force you to
switch within a few weeks, so
don't procrastinate.
MAKING A SPLASH
Start by choosing a cover
photo, the image that will splash
across the top. You can choose a
sunset, your dog, a hobby. anything that reflects who you are.
Keep in mind the dimensions
are more like a movie screen
than a traditional photo. A closeup portrait of your face won't
work well, but one of you lying
horizontally will.
Your old profile photo will
still be there, but it'll be smaller.
If you haven't done so already.
you can add where you've
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ter is about nine-tenths that of
Earth. They appear to be rocky,
like our planet.
But they are too hot to contain
life as we know it, with calculated temperatures of about 1,400
degrees and 8(X) degrees
Fahrenheit, he said.
Any life found on another
plant may not be intelligent; it
could be bacteria or mold or
some completely unknown
form.
Since it was launched in 2009.
NASA's planet-hunting Kepler
telescope has found evidence of
dozens of possible Earth-sized
planets. But Fressin's report is
the first to provide confirmation, said Alan Boss of the
Carnegie Institution for Science
in Washington.
He's a member of the Kepler
science team but not an author
of the paper.

115 Lake Song Lane
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See this house and many more

GREAT STOCKING
STUFFERSI

EVERY
VIINDAY!
✓
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FOR THOSE kk HO DREAM Of ENCHANTING IILLICilfTS TM,home
ift a dream come true" Gated lakefront home. nestled at the mouth ot Blood
Rner. facing the main lake This home has lots to offer Lltra‘agant
Australian harduoml floors compliments much of the main loci. Other
unique features Large is alk out hasernent uith second kitchen Great place
beautiful ,ieu id the lake. In-gnfund pool. lux tub
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CURATING YOUR LIFE
You can change who has
access to which posts. Perhaps
you'd want to narrow an embarrassing
photo
from
MORE ON THE STREAM
Thanksgiving to family memThe timeline stream is your bers who were there. You might
life on Facebook in reverse want to delete other posts comchronological order.
pletely or hide them so that only
At the top are your recent sta- you can see them.
tus updates, comments from
You can change the date on a
family and friends, photos post. For example, if you had
you're in and events you've waited a week to tell the
attended. As you scroll down, Facebook world that you broke
you'll get highlights from last up with someone, you can
month, then earlier in the year. change the date to reflect when
Scroll down even further for last all the screaming and crying
year, the year before that and so
took place. You can also add
on. Click one of the "Show" where you were, retroactively
links to get all posts from a par- using a location feature that
ticular month or year.
Facebook hadn't offered until
Posts will be more sporadic recently.
the further you go back. You'll
For major events in your life,
see when you joined Facebook you can click on a star to feature
and the first post you ever made them more prominently.
- mine was "Anick Jesdanun is
You'll likely feel overwhelmed
wasting a lot of time on face- when you see your Timeline for
book."
the first time. Years-old posts
Beyond that, you may see made by people you're no longer
details about high school or col- friends with are still there.
lege. A colleague even saw the Musings on a trip or a long-forbirth of her younger brother list- gotten event suddenly lack coned, after having told Facebook text. Your life may also come
which of her friends were her across as duplicative, such as
siblings.
when multiple friends post simThe bottom simply says ilar photos from the same party.
"Born" with your birth date and
Here are a few tips:
birthplace, if you've chosen to
• Start with your older posts.
share that.
You were probably experimentThis may come across as a big ing with Facebook then, and
privacy breach, but keep in most of those could go into hidmind that people could have ing. Plus, those are the ones
seen many of those posts before you'd need to be most careful
by continually hitting "Older about because you had reason to
Posts." The difference is most believe only a few friends would
people wouldn't bother. With see them.
Timeline, you can jump more
• Find the button for Activity
quickly to older posts.
Log. Click that to see all of your
Another thing to consider: posts at a glance and make
Although your privacy settings changes to them one by one

Open Facebook in a new browser tab first, though. Every time
you switch between the log and
the timeline stream. Facebook
resets to a default view rather
than let you return to where you
were. So have one tab for the
log and the other for the stream.
• Think carefully about what
you want to highlight when people scroll through your past.
Facebook has a secret formula
for determining which items are
included in your highlights,
using such factors as how many
friends commented on a post.
That may not necessarily be
what you want to showcase.
Unfortunately, getting the
stream to look right is difficult.
There's no easy way to highlight something Facebook's formula didn't pick, without starring it such that it gets splashed
across the page. I also couldn't
find a good way to remove
something from the highlights
without hiding or deleting it
completely. There are events I
wouldn't consider major, but
would want people to see if they
took the time to browse through
my past.
There also ought to be a way
to star or hide posts in batches.
And oddly, Facebook includes
stuff posted by others, but it
doesn't include items you've
posted on other profiles. Older
posts come across as one-sided
without the back and forth for
context.
MOVING FORWARD
Overall, I like the concept
behind Timeline. I got a nice
stroll down memory lane, and I
enjoyed stalking my friends and
uncovering their pasts, too.
I just wish it were easier to
customize, and I don't appreciate being rushed. Facebook
spent
months
developing
Timeline and rolling it out to its
800 million users. Why give us
just seven days?
If you're not ready to start
Timeline, you can still view
Timelines your friends have
already activated. Just keep in
mind that Facebook eventually
will force you to switch.

REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS
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remain the same, your list of
friends has likely grown over
the years, and your definition of
friends has probably broadened
to include parents, bosses and
random flings at weddings.
Someone you didn't know in
2008 would suddenly have easier access to something you posted then.

SB

Earth-sized planets found in space
NEW YORK (API - Scientists
have found two Earth-sized
planets orbiting a star outside
the solar system, an encouraging sign for prospects of finding
life elsewhere.
The discovery shows that such
planets exist and that they can
be detected by the Kepler spacecraft, said Francois Fressin of
Harvard-Smithsonian
the
Center for Astrophysics in
Cambridge, Mass. They're the
smallest planets found so far
that orbit a star resembling our
sun.
Scientists are seeking Earthsized planets as potential homes
for extraterrestrial life, said
Fressin, who reports the new
findings in a paper published
online Tuesday by the journal
Nature. One planet's diameter is
only 3 percent larger than
Earth's, while the other's diame-

worked, lived and went to
school. If you specify years such as when you started a job those items will be added to
Timeline's stream of life events,
even if they took place before
Facebook's founding in 2004.
You can also add other life
events to the stream, such as
when you broke your arm and
whom you were with then, or
when you spoke your first word
or got a tattoo. By adding them
to Facebook, you signal that
those things really did happen.
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Resound is a world leader in hearing technology. Stone-Lang is proud
to announce that they are an authorized provider of Resound products.

Call todayfor information and Special Sale Pricing!
Offer expires 12/9/2011

I

Excluding Sampler

I
I Platter & Super Nachos I
I
•
I
I

with Entree 1
1
'
I Purchase 1
1
Dine-in Only
I Not valid with any other offer 1
SHOPPES OF MURRAY
(270) 762-0022

FREE HEARING TEST with this coupon
Offer Expires 12/9/2011

LIMITED TIME OFFER CALL TODAY TO SCHEDULE YOUR APPOINTMENT

1-270-753-8055

STONE-LANG ca
HEARING REHABILITATION

210 South 12th Street • Murray, KY • 270-753-8055
Visit our website at www.stonelang.com
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Help Wanted

Notice

Notice

COMMERCIAL ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVES
9n Loving fflemory

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*

Of

gewell 7ones

INSURANCE

6119128 - 12126101

Lou V. McGary

— PREPLANNING --'
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

Avoid inflationary cost.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.
Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $1,024 on Part A; $135 on
Part B. Call me for more information.
We thought of you with love todai
eut that is nothing new

Lead businesses
into the future.

We think of you in silence.
We often speak your narr
now all we have is memories.
And your picture in a frame,
your memory is our keepsake.
With which we'll never part

Methacom Communications is seeking Commercial Account
Rep-resentatives for the Samson,KY area. The selected candida,e::
wilt be responsible for selling strategic communications sotutions
including fiber -based networks, Internet-related set vices, phone
services and video services to business custorners
Candidates must have strong sales experience Business-to-business
experience and a Bachelor s degree preferred

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaaes.,karen Isaacs, Ofirrier,

We have you in our heart..
With Love,
The family of'Jewell 7ones

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING

TAYLOR HARDWOOD

OF MURRAY, KY

Serving western ky for over 40 years

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

Floor Sanding
Refinishing
Installation-Repair

There is still time to have your
floors done before the holidays

NICK MCCLURE OWNER

Mediacorn,olfers an excilmq work environment, competitive salaries anc
ex,-ritlent benefits For conside,
or
anon. ptense apray
careers.rnediacornec.com and click on Job 105314

rjocl has you in his keeping.

270-753-2411

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE

SINCE

1993

888-800-8917
www.taylorhardwood.con,

THANKS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Mediacom

Tuesday 12/27 deadline - Thursday 12/22 @ 2:00
Smart Saver 12128. Thursday 12/22 @ 10:00
Wednesday 12/28 deadline- Friday 1223 @ 10:00
Tuesday 1/3 deadline - Thursday 12/29 @ 2:00
Smart Saver 1/4 - Thursday 12/29 @ 10:00
Wednesday 1/4 - Friday 12/30 @ 10:00

Notice

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
Clean used oil. Call
Key's Recycling
759-9694.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
060
Help Wanted

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com_
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings_ Thank you.
FULL-TIME
teacher
needed at Brighter
Horizons
Child
Development Center.
Must have full-time
availability, 3 references, childcare experience, & able to plan
curriculum.
Contact
Robyn or Krystal at
759-1926

Help Wanted

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
DOMINOS Pizza of
Murray is now hiring for
CFR's, delivery drivers,
and expenenced managers. No phone calls
please. Apply at 117 S.
12th St.
FIELD SALES REPRESENTATIVE

Call Natasha Hutson

www.mediacomcc.com

If you are upbeat, condetail-orientfident,
ed. enjoy working with
people, have outstanding phone skills and
want
a
rewarding
career, please apply.
We offer excellent pay
with a bonus incentive
plan and a competitive
benefit package.
Email resume to recruitingUiscoreboardl corn
or
mail
to:
S'PORTABLE SCOREATTN:
BOARDS,
Human
Resources,
106 Max Hurt Drive,
Murray, KY 42071

A&F WE
Near M:

STOR
PR(
119
(270)
Cell: (27
9 a.m.

KE

1 850 St

Murray.
270-7

2x2 $12.00 a week 2x1 $6.00 a week
13 week contract Runs on Monday

NEW CAREER POTENTIAL
Exciting opportunities are developing due to ongoing
growth. PTL is seeking enthusiastic, career minded
individuals to fill new positions in several areas within the
Murray corporate headquarters from entry level to
intermediate, full-time positions. Past exposure to the
transportation industry is a plus, but not required.
Applicants with computer (Word & Excel) and
telephone skills and experience in Customer Service.
and/or Marketing are preferred. Most positions require
attention to detail and ability to work with management and
decision makers.
Successful employees typically
demonstrate a strong work ethic complemented by superior
organizational, written and verbal communication. and
analytical skills. We offer a competitive compensation and
benefits package. Submit resume to:

090
Domestic & Childcare
RETIRED MILITARY
SPOUSE
SEEKING
HOUSES TO CLEAN
270-227-4502

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES INC.

Human Resources
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
P.O. Box 1080
Murray, KY 42071-0018

Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center is

PHONE SALES REPRESENTATIVE

currently accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN. We also offer an excellent
benefit package. Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky. Apply in person at Lake
Way Nursing & Rehabilitation Center 2607
Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton. KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center is
currently accepting applications for the
following position: RN Part-Time day shift.
Must be licensed in the State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Lake Way Nursing & Rehab
Center 2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton,
KY 42025 EOEJAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
FULL OR , PART time
housekeeping. Please
send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-F, Murray,
KY 42071.

At&

REAL Estate agent 1st
Kentucky Realrty.
270-978-1202

UPG in Paducah has
an opening for a
safety director, must
be experienced in
safety, degree or
experience rogation.
Please me Er1c it
450-41445 or toll free
at 1-800-874-4427
ext. 145 or email to
egibson0upgas.corn

FULL-TIME position at
the Christian Childcare
Center. 767-1177

SAFTTY
DIRECTOR

S' PORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS' Call
Center has positions
available for career
minded individuals with
superior people skills.
Sales
a
As
Representative you will
be working with new
customers primarily by
telephone and Internet
from our Murray office.
Call Center experience
a plus.
If you are upbeat, condetail-orientfident,
ed, enjoy working with
people, have outstanding phone skills and
rewarding
a
want
career, please apply.
We offer excellent pay
with a bonus incentive
plan and a competitive
benefit package.
Email resume to recruiting(a/coreboard I corn
mall
to:
or
&PORTABLE SCOREATTN:
BOARDS,
Human
Resources,
106 Max Hurt Drive,
Murray, KY 42071

Articles
For Sale

Buying & Selling
old U.S. Coins.
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars, halves.
quarters, dimes,
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets.
Randy Brandon
293-6999
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694

Need to place an ad?
Call us we will be
glad to help.

VACUUM cleaners
Electrolux.
Kirby,
Rainbow.
Jerry
Sporting
Goods,
Mayfield.

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

(270) 753-1713

Motorcycle helmets
jackets, boots, saddle
bags. Jerry Sporting
Goods, Mayfield, KY.

—RENT TO OWN3BR, 2BA, 1 acre,
$3,950 down, $495/mo
2220 Wrather Rd..
Almo
(615)397-3171

4BR, 2BA $550/mo.
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
lit Full Mo. Rent Free

Times

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs

First Serve

Please
No Phone Calls

1*
1

Apartments

HOUSE FOR RENT
415 Sycamore St.
4BR, 2BA. NO PETS. 1
yr lease. $775 per
month. 978-1109,
978-1107.
Small
2BR
rental
house. $425 rent, $425
deposit.
227-6431,
293-6156
STUDENTS- HOUSE
ON CAMPUS 4BR,
2BA, C/H/A, 1YR
LEASE, ONLY
S600/MO. 436-5085
270-705-2274
360
Storage Rentals

IMEADZR

a
1
1
1
1
1

*1

Don't Be A

*subscribe to the

*

I
a
a
*1
a
1 Home Delivery
Local Mail a
1
a
$30,00
1 6 mo.
$55.00 3 Mo....
a
$55.00 a
1 yr........-.....$105.00 6 mo.
1 yr.
$105.00
a
a
Rest of KYr7fN
All Other Mail
a
&
Subscriptions
a
3 mu
$40.00 3 mo.
$75.00 a
6 mo.......
6 mo
$%.00 a
1 yr...............$120.00 1 yr.
$145.00 a
Check
Money Order
Visa
mic aa
I

* LEMR&TRIEs
'Caikroui 1

iPunew

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.

3-5BR available now.
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898

10X19
Downtown
Murray. $30-$40
753-9887

2000 Ford
tractor
$2,850.00. 801 Ford
tractor $2,850.00.
436-2754
Sports Equipment

340
Houses For Rent

Check us out
on the web!
SUBSCRIBE

190
Farm Equipment

Murray Ledger &

First Come

Several 2BR duplexs
available
now.
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898

WARD-ELKINS

270-753-1916

Loading Dock of

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
.
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

605 [South 12th St

Murray Ledger & Times

Free
Pallets

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905.

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
has
bargains
at
Trends-N-Treasures.
Buy/appraise
coins
270-753-4161

[Appliances

GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting.
refrigerator.
stove,
electric & gas heater
storm windows.
753-4109

320
Apartments For Rent

150

Want to Buy

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

An Equal Opportunity Employer
S'PORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS has
positions available for
career minded individuals with superior people skills. As a Field
Sales Representative,
based from our Murray
office, you will be meeting with prospective
customers
in
an
territory.
assigned
Transportation will be
provided. Sales experience a plus.

14 x52
AVAIL
(270)
(731)

WARE

at 753-1916 and place your ad today!
Due To The Holidays Some
Of Our Deadlines Have
Changed:

jC1

280
RV S
BrAmd

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

753-9224

JA
360

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

We thought about you yesterday
And clays before that too,
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ESTATE AUCTION'

Thurs. Dec. 29th At 5:00 P.M.
Mrs. Betty Latta Estate
Mayfield, Kentucky

INES

-Fti.10a.m.

-Fn 9a.m.

-

9a.m

-03n.12pin.

- lit 1p.m.

-*el 12 p.m.

-Thur.12pn.

VISA
ii

The Auction Will Be Held In The Fellowship
Hall Of Calvary United Methodist Church
1.5 Mlles South Of Mityliek1
At 2029 St Rt 303 -Cuba RoadM-6 II 41Mi all 111_11111C-7. WS-11-..S.
'k • al • rung able
ne
orn hairs •
Unique Oak China Cabinet • Matching Sae A
Loveseet • Parlor Sofa • Maple Roll Top Desk •
harry Side Secretary Table • Side Chairs •
Recliner • Litt Chair • Accent Tables • Nice Antique
Rockers 'Antique Side Tables • Antique Lamps • 4
Pc Maple Bedroom Suite • Cannonball Poet Queen
Bed • Twin Bed Set • Cedar Wardrobe • Desk •
rea Rugs • Zenith TV w/Cabinet • Needlepoint
Framed Prints And Bell Pulls • Old Quills •
ostume Jewelry • Humming Bird Figurine
ollection • Many Collectible Figurines • Old Baby
Bed • Cast Iron • Several Old Trunks • Prints •
Mirrors • Chest Freezer • Hand Made Linens • Pots.
Pans, Dishes • Antique Collectible Glassware • Nice
Dough Bowl • Singer Cabinet Sewing Machine •
Brownie Hawkeye Camera • New Sheets & Bath
Linens Household Miscellaneous • Several New
Door Handle Sets • Many Drawer Pulls And More .

Held Inside With Plenty Of Seating!
. I •.

FOR

•.

..

rek

II R(Pi jamesecash.ccarrk

Storage Rentals

280 BOAT &
RV STORAGE
Brand New Facility

0-753-2411

al Home

Low gates
1 4 x52 . 1 4 x40
AVAILABLE

42071

NOW

U70) 293-1195

,

Storage Rentals
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

(731) 234-9340

00D
40 years

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

air
e your

olidays

17

od.com

1 available now
Ian Real Estate
398

;E FOR RENT
ycamore St.
?BA. NO PETS. 1
ase. $775 per
. 978-1109,
107.

2BR
rental
. $425 rent, $425
it.
227-6431.
156

ENTS- HOUSE
kMIDUS 4BR,
:l/H/A, 1YR
E, ONLY
v10. 436-5085
)5-2274

1torage Rentals

1

Downtown
$30-$40.
387

BE

cal Mail
$30.00
$55.00
$105.00

()ther Mail
iscriptions
$75.00
$96.00
$145.00

MJC

ment to:

171
116

RETAIL Store in Hazel.
5000
SF
+/$750.00/month.
270-492-8211

Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

270-753-5562

3
louses For Rent

Limes

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071

y!

isa

i
Col Pmerical Prop. For Rent
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

Murray Ledger& Times Fa*
Housing Act Notice
All real rug* advertised herein
iv subro to the Federal Fair
Housing, Act which makes it
illegal to advertise am peeler
erste, limitahon or dist-mina
non based un race, color rch
pun, sex. handicap, tamilial sta
tus or national ongin. Of intention to make airs such prefer
encess limitations or dbaunina
bon
Slate laws turbid discrimination
IR the sale rental or advertising
ol real estate based ori !actors in
addition to those prottioed
under tederal law.
hi will knowing!), accept any
advertising tor real estate which
Ls not in isolation ot the law All
persons are hereby intormed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements. contact NM Counsel
Rene l' %LAM.(713)648-1008

460
Hoene For Salt

,
Il

JAMES
CI
il FANc",,77.61,,AKy-R.
c2T70I0.6N2CASH
E3 8R466

2.5 story brick house &
barn on 8 scenic acres.
$149,000.00.
93
Clayton Dr. Call
293-7252 to view
Beautiful brick home,
2,000sqft, 38R, 3BA, 2
car garage, carport,
3acres, lake, 4MI to
Murray. $249,000.00.
731-247-6193
New 4BR, 3BA brick in
North Villa. Hardwood,
large all purpose room
2 heat & cooling units.
$230,000. Bids welcome. 753-5344

NEW Listing
3BR, 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

Conceptis Sudoku

"If you've got It we ea m store it"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations;
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electnaty, and 24/7 Surveillance

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

L 58
4, _8 5 6
6

270-753-2905
Utility Vehicles
02 Ford Explorer XLT,
white, excellent condition (exterior, interior &
tires). Needs motor.
Best offer.
(270)210-0031.

227-0587
All Carpentry Const.
Remodel,
additons,
decks, vinyl siding,
home/ mobile home
repair. Larry Nimmo
767-7643

Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

wwwfulletectric.com

hollandmotorsales cc'
270-753-4461
2001
Ford
Focus
137,000mi. $1,750.00.
293-5330
500
Used Trucks

Trike.
24,000mi.
$24,500.
270-227-1968

753-9562
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Pumping.
excavator, back hoe.
hauling. Accept major
credit cards. 978-0343.

LEARN TO FLY

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Reasonable Rates
Quality Service
270-293-8192

Professional Flight
Instruction
'Flight Review
•Discovery Flight
(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

FREE
PICK UP

11 ‘i

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
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FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

270-873-9916
kentuckylake
remodeling com

ML Garage Doors.
Installation,
repair,
maintenance on doors
and operators
270-293-2357

*Trimming

General Con

*Removal

•Additions
Kocher's r*
'Dec*: ei
Kitchens

*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured

(270) 489-2839

LAcensed & In

Mar Septa
Installation
Si Repair
Dirt, Gr
White
Sand, It

70)293

6" Continuous Gutters
Gino Dow Sales
&Maintenance

anight's
Carpet & Floor

Omer:
Gni Mansfield
(VD)7934140

Saks el Installation

Covering
45 t'ears Erperience
Visit Our Showroom

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service and mowing.
Licensed and insured.
24 hour emergency
assistance. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

641 South 1.5 miles to

413 TOM Taylor 1Vail
753-77211
The Place to Start... Murray Ledger & Times

Horoscope

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
Wednesday, Dec. 28, 2811:
This year your ability to adapt
and grow comes to the forefront.
runner, three flamingos and sev- me."
Fellow group member Duane Many changes could greet you.
eral geese she cares for after
Josh Duhamel would like his Allen said sports and music You might not be thrilled in the
immediate future, but ultimately
adopting them from petting zoos rescue dog Meatloaf "to really would top his list.
you will be pleased. If you are
and other places.
work on his coordination and
"I taught my dogs how to
single, remind yourself that time
"CSI: Miami" actress Eva La work on getting a little more play basketball - everything
is an ally. Use it. Don't decide on
Rue would ask that "our bulldog exercise because he's struggling except shooting. So that would a commitment until next year. If
Frank be less of a ham. He is so right now. But he's still happy be on the list. I taught one how you are attached, the two of you
funny. He always needs to be and he's not in pain. But it's real- to sing. I am now trying to teach have different opinions. Respect
right in the middle of the room ly hard to get him to do any- my Lab (Lana) how to talk. She the differences, and your bond
where all the action is taking thing. He's super lazy. He's like thinks I am Elvis."
will grow closer. AQUARIUS
place. He constantly needs maybe the most unathletic aniAnd if Lana had her way, "it can offend your sensibilities by
attention.
mal you've ever seen."
would be to tell me to not talk," their very nature.
"Glee's Lea Michele says Allen said.
"If Frank made a New Year's
resolution for me it would be her cat Sheila needs a resolution.
Country singer Buddy Jewell The Stars Show the kind of
that I would devote 100 percent
"I wish that Sheila would wants his Akita Jack to "eat Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
of my time to him only. If my stop going into my bathroom, more pork chop bones!" And 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult
shnoodle, Bingo, made a resolu- taking out all my cotton balls out Jack, in turn. wants Jewell to
tion, it would be that he would of the jars and spreading them "Grill more pork chops!"
ARIES(March 21-Apr11 19)
get just some of the attention all over. So her New Year's resoBluegrass singer Janie Fricke *** Read between the lines
that Frank demands from us! lution would be to get over the said her favorite pet is Rico. an with a friend. At first you might
LOL!"
cotton ball obsession."
18-year-old African grey parrot feel this is unnecessary, as this
It seemed fitting to ask some
Dog whisperer Cesar Milian who plays like a baby. Her wish person generally is forthright.
Your imagination peaks in a
of the actors in the movie "New would like his pit bull Junior to for him? "I hope he lives to be brainstorming session. You
Year's Eve" for their resolutions. continue as "an ambassador for 80, as the book says."
might have a lot going on in your
Seven dogs - Oscar, powerful breeds, reinforcing the
And if he were to make a res- mind but say little. Tonight:
Romeo, Stella, Piper, Weasel-. message that it's not the breed, olution? "He hopes we keep Others wonder if you are
Flora and Tamber- would like it's the human behind the ani- feeding him his fave snack - Houdini, the way you vanished.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
actress Katherine Heigl "to feed mal." And Junior to Milian? peanuts."
**** A lot drops on you out of
them consistently on time in the "Accept yourself," he said.
Retired game show host Bob the blue. You handle responsibilmorning."
"We have cats, lots of cats. Barker's has an 8-year-old rab- ity well, but that doesn't mean it
She wishes Oscar the hound They are pretty well behaved but bit. Mr. Rabbit already follows knocks your socks off. Be willing
would "not be so aggressive one-Ted. I would resolve that Barker around the house "help: to say no once in a while. Focus
turn into
toward strangers. That would be Ted might start to work on get- ing me in every way he can." If on a meeting that could
situation.
brainstorming
a
good because I really don't want ting along well with others," Barker could ask for more, it Tonight: Where the fun is.
said Joe Bonsail of country would be "to use his box every GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
to get sued."
time, not just when it's conven- ***** Do needed research -Academy Award winner music's Oak Ridge Boys.
now is the time to ask a question,
"All of my cats might wish ient."
Hilary Swank said of her two
And Mr. Rabbit's resolution not later. You know what you
dogs: "They are so great. ... I that I stayed out on the road
want. However, is it reasonable
wish they could do every inter- more so they would not have to for Barker? What else? "To con- and is there a better path? You
view with me and just sit right share (my wife) Mary as much. tinue urging folks to have their have a great imagination; now
here and here. That would be my Seriously! I am sometimes a pets spayed and neutered - you are finding ways to harness
some of those great ideas.
New Year's resolutions for my blight on their existence," he including rabbits."
Tonight: Working late.
dogs-that they're always with added.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Deal with people directly.
Your eye contact and gestures
tell them when you are not kidding. You might be taken aback
on.
going
what is
by
Opportunities strike when you
zero in on what you want.
The 1942 Oscar was thought hosted Copperfield's first televiTonight: Follow the music.
to be lost for decades. It sur- sion special.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Others seek you out en
The auction house declined
faced in 1994 when cinematogmasse. You might not be able to
rapher Gary Graver tried to sell to release the highest bidder's
follow through on your plans
it. The sale was stopped by name. It said only a handful of
because of the constant interrupWelles,
Orson's Academy Awards have sold for
Beatrice
tions. You like hearing from othyoungest daughter and sole heir. nearly a million dollars.
ers, but you might need to isolate
yourself. An important conversaCopperfield, who was outbid
Michael Jackson paid $1.54
tion needs to be postponed until
in the auction, said he admires milliqn in 1999 for the best piclater. Tonight: Talk time.
Welles not only for his cinemat- ture Oscar awarded to David 0.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
ic successes, but because he, Selznick for "Gone With The
*** Get as much done as postoo, was a magician. Welles Wind."
sible. Yes, you are overwhelmed

Please support
the United Way of
Murray-Calloway
County
Matters!
your Gift

PUMPING
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270-293-5624
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www.geclIc.weebly.com
(270) 759-0890
in Murray

530
Services Offend

• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

3

Answer o previous puzzle

3 2
28
7

ze n
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

Orson Welles' Oscar for 'Citizen Kane' LIVE UNITED!
sells for $861K at recent L.A. auction United
LOS ANGELES(AP)-The
Way
Academy Award statuette that
Orson Welles won for the original screenplay of "Citizen Kane"
was auctioned for more than
$861,000 last week in Los
Angeles.
Nate D. Sanders Auctions
spokesman Sam Heller said bidders from around the world,
including David Copperfield,
vied for the Oscar.

,

9

Difficult) Level **

Celebrity pet owners share New Year's
resolutions for their pets, themselves
LOS ANGELES (AP) Tony La Russa would like his
dog to spend more time in his
lap. Bob Barker would like his
rabbit to spend more time in its
litter box. And Lea Michele
would like her cat to spend less
time in her cotton ball jar.
The Associated Press asked
several celebrity pet owners
about New Year's resolutions for
their animals- and resolutions
their pets might have for them.
La Russa, the reigning World
Series champion manager,
would like it if his 12-year-old
Chihuahua Twiggy would jump
into his lap every time he sat
down. "I'd like that affectionate
reassurance every time, not just
sometimes," he said.
And on behalf of Twiggy, La
Russa would resolve to "be the
person that Twiggy wants me to
be and deserves for me to be."
Jazz singer Roberta Flack
would resolve "not to have to
beg Yogi, my shiba mu dog, to
eat his breakfast or dinner so his
food bowl would not be looking
at us all day long! He likes to be
begged to eat - coerced given one bite from the bowl by
hand."
And for her: "That I talk less
and quietly. I have a seal point
Siamese, Mimi-La, who likes to
put her front paw on my face as
if to say,'Shhhhh.'"
Flack didn't include resolutions for eight dogs, 12 cats, a
llama, six horses, three donkeys,
several Chinese chickens, a road

4
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Hill Electric
Since 1986
Res., Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

We Finance
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Dave Green

By

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

Call us we will be
glad to help.
270-753-1916

Sudoku is a number-Maang puzzle based on a flag grid web
several given numbers The object as to piece Ma natters I to 9
in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contarns the same number only or.The *faculty ievei
ot the Concepts Sudoku ncreases from Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU

GARLANE
RENTAL

2001
customized
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in Chevy Silverado, 2x4.
Riverfleld Estates. 293-6672
SBG Real Property 94 Ford Ranger truck.
Professionals
Super cab, 127,000mi.
293-7872
$3,500. 96 Goldwing

Need to sell your
house?
Hay for sale. Small
square
bales.
$3.00/bale. 753-1287.
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(270)753-1916

nv Jacqueline Nor
by everything you have to do. I
Your imagination and creativity
could open up a door. Reach out

for someone at a distance. Once
more, you are reminded just how
difficult another person can be.
Tonight: Midweek break!
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** With everything that is
going on around you, you might
have difficulty settling down.
Suddenly, someone who is distant wants to pull in close. You
wonder what is going on with him
or her. Your imagination emerges
with a simple chore or errand.
Tonight: Have a talk with a key
partner.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your ability to see a situation through someone else's
eyes could be important. Yet
your first reaction is to pull back
from what this person expresses.
A child or loved one interjects
some lightness into your day.
Tonight: Kissing goodbye to
2012 as only you can. Isn't it a little early?
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Stay centered, knowing
you have a lot to accomplish.
You could feel overwhelmed by
everything that appears. You
might have had enough of a
friend who, in a sense, is yanking
your chain. Tonight: Head home.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** A boss or someone you
look up to could be down on
what you think is a good, workable idea. Know that you might
need to instrument this project or
do it on your own. Use care with
your finances. Tonight: Let your
imagination choose.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Use the daylight hours
to the max, and finish up as
much work as you can. Do you
feel overwhelmed by what is
going on? Keep reaching for
more information, or get a
respected associate's feedback.
Discuss what you would like to
occur. Tonight: Your treat.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You might not be comfortable with others in the morning.
Isolate yourself. You will accomplish more and emerge feeling
much better. You have pushed to
the max to get to this point. Your
ability to circumvent a problem
saves the day. Tonight: Happier
and ready to greet the world.
BORN TODAY
Actor
Denzel
Washington
(1954), comedian Seth Meyers
(1973), comic book creator Stan
Lee (1922)
Jacqueline Blgar Is on the
Internet at www.lacquallnebigar.com.
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Family of sex offender urged
to act cautiously at holiday

Looking Back
Teo years ago
Radford and Mary Conner will
celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary' Saturday. Dec. 29.
Two professors associated with
Murray State University, Dr. Roger
M Weis and Dr. Vernon W. Gantt.
recently authored a textbook on
leadership.
Three Calloway County 4-H
youth, Whitney Alexander, Amanda McCuiston and Brian Shelby
attended National 4-H Congress
in Atlanta, Ga.
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Office and Murray State University's Public Safety Department
received Global Positioning System locators from the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet.
Pictured were 7th grade students at Murray Middle School
testing the water quality at the
pond in the environmental area
behind the school as part of a
unit on water.
For the second time in three
weeks, Murray State guard Rebecca Remington has been named
the OVC Freshmen of the Week.
Twenty years ago
Just weeks after having his position as head football coach at
Calloway County High School
reconfirmed by Calloway School
District administrators, Tony
Franklin resigned from the position Friday afternoon.
The Calloway County Farm
Bureau was recognized for outstanding membership and program achievement during the
recent 72nd annual Kentucky Farm
Bureau convention in Louisville.
Bob Reeder. son-in-law of Mr.
and Mrs. Archie Simmons, of
Murray, will be featured in a special musical pageant on television Tuesday, Christmas Eve, at
midnight on Channel 2, WKRN
ABC, Nashville, Tenn.
Descendants of the late John
Worsham Travis Sr. and the late
Rev. Henry Waren Brooks met
recently in Paris, Tenn.
Winners of the Singles Organizational Society Costume Contest

for the October/November dance
were Cynthia Lewis, Linda Wyatt,
Mark Outland and Cheryl David.
Thirty years ago
Pictured are members of the sixth
grade class from Murray Middle
School at Fern Terrace Lodge.
Students
Jennifer
Rayburn.
Bethany Thompson were among
those who presented a Christmas
program including poems and
musical numbers.
W. Bryant Williams.former publisher of the Paris (Tenn.) PostIntelligencer, retired this month
after more than half a century in
journalism.
The Murray State News has
been awarded a First Place Certificate by the Columbia Scholastic Press Association of New York
in its 58th annual contest for college and university division newspapers.
Suetta Wenderoth. of Murray,
was the $50 shopping spree winner in a drawing of Coast to
Coast Hardware. Lee Scott. store
manager, presented Wenderoth
with her prize.
Forty years ago
Janet Lynn Cole was winner of
"Christmas Stocking" given away'
by Bank of Murray. She was a
fourth grade student at Carter
Elementary.
Fifty years ago
Many Murray stores had opened
Dec. 27, with after Christmas sales.
Prices had been cut from onethird to one-half.
Fred Wilson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Greene 0. Wilson, Murray,
was working toward his doctor's
degree in physical science at University of Kansas, Lawrence.
Sixty years ago
First prize winners in various
divisions of the Christmas Lighting Contest, sponsored by the
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club, were Ann
Schroat, Mrs. Jake Shipley, Mrs.
Charles Johnson, Mrs.Jack Belote.
Margaret Tarry, Nancy Cotham.
Mrs. Bruce Overbey, Mrs. Max
Churchill and Kenneth Workman.

DEAR ABBY: As a clinical
psychologist. I believe your advice
to "Protective Mom in the Midwest" (Oct. 26) was oversimplified. You told her she was right
in not permitting her husband's brother, a registered
sex
offender, to
visit the family during the
holidays. She
didn't
want
her 10-yearold daughter
around him.
By Abigail
You have
Van Buren
made
the
common mistake of seeing everyone who carries the "registered
sex offender" label as alike. They
are no more alike than are people who drink too much. Some
alcoholics get drunk, angry and
violent, but most do not. Some
sex offenders act like Ted Bundy,
but most do not. Some are guilty
only of having a younger girlfriend.
Many do not directly injure anyone because they only download
illegal sexual images. Some do
not use force, threats or physical
violence. I do not minimize what
they do. They all have a mental
illness and/or addiction and need
intervention and treatment.
Mom and her husband should
talk to the brother about what he
did and what kind of rehabilitation has occurred. They can then
make a better decision about a
visit and what safety measures
might be appropriate. -- DR.
WILLIAM S.
DEAR DR. S.: Your point
about lumping all sex offenders
together is well-stated. Another
reader pointed out that something
like urinating outdoors could result
in this classification. However,
most readers agree with me that
the safety of the 10-year-old must
be the primary concern. Their
comments:
DEAR ABBY: Stand your

Dear Abby

ground, "Protective Mom"! As a
victim of abuse. I can tell you
that the abuser is sick. She should
not leave it up to her daughter
to find out if the uncle could still
be a predator.
' My stepfather's abuse 30 years
ago was never reported to the
police. He supposedly got "counseling" and was "a changed man."
Well, he's currently serving prison
time for having molested his granddaughter a year and a half ago.
-- KNOWS THE SCORE
DEAR ABBY: If Mom allows
Jake in the house, local child protective authorities will consider it
failure to protest the child, putting the girl at risk of being
removed from the home. I am a
former child protective worker
who went to homes to inform
parents of this. I also had to keep
my own daughter away from my
former in-laws because they
allowed a sex offender to visit
while she was there. It was difficult, but I will never regret
knowing I did everything I could
to keep my daughter safe. -ANOTHER PROTECTIVE MOM
DEAR ABBY: All children
should be educated as early as
they can understand about issues
of trust. Mom will have to watch
her daughter every second Jake
is around, but she shouldn't deny
her husband the right to have his
family come for the holidays. Perhaps he could arrange for his
brother to stay at a hotel. Mom
can't be with her child 24/7, so
kids need to know how to handle adults who are dangerous. -GLORIA
DEAR ABBY: I am a sex
offender and have learned through
therapy why 1 did what I did and
how to not go around where "it"
may happen again. Would Jake
even accept an offer to stay over?
If he's like me. he'd say. "Thanks.
but no thanks," and not put himself in a situation where someone could cry rape or accuse him
of unwanted fondling. -- MOVING ON

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Dec. 27, the
361st day of 2011. There are four
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 27. 1968, Apollo 8
and its three astronauts made a
safe, nighttime splashdown in the
Pacific.
On this date:
- , In 1831..naturalist elhitt Dorgun set out on a round-the-wcirld
vOyage Aboard the HMS Beagle.
In 1904. James Barrie's play
"Peter Pan: The Boy Who Wouldn't Grow Up" opened at the Duke
BABY E3

Reach out to others to help
you cope with grief
self that.
Stress can skyrocket when
you're grieving the loss of a
spouse. Suddenly, new responsibilities fall on your shoulders.
There may be difficult financial
issues to deal with. For most people, talking these problems through
with the appropriate professional
is helpful. That can mean mental
health professionals. financial
counselors and stress management
programs.
Family and friends can provide a strong source of support.
I've had patients who reached out
to someone else who was not a
close friend but who had experienced a similar loss. They were
reluctant to "impose" on the person, but almost always. talking
things through helped both people.
A grief support group can
accomplish the same thing. It connects you to others who are suffering or have suffered the same
fate and the same set of challenges. The others in the group
will understand you when you
express strong feelings. They've felt
them. too. And they may have
lots of good advice.
We have a lot more information on coping with grief in our
Special Health Report, "Coping
With Grief and Loss: A Guide to
Healing." You can find out more
about it at my website.
If time doesn't ease your grief,
or if you suspect that you are
struggling with depression,seek out
a counselor or therapist. An antidepressant or anti-anxiety medication may also help. But the
best treatment for a tragic, sudden loss is seeking out other
human beings to listen, comfort
and advise you.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical
School. Go to his website to send
questions and get additional information: v.ww.AskDoctorK.com.)

DEAR DOCTOR K: My husband recently passed away unexpectedly. I feel like I am drowning in grief. Please help me.
DEAR READER: I'm so sorry
to hear of your loss. Just getting
through the day may seem very
hard.
My patients sometimes have
sought my advice about how to
deal with the
sudden
and
unexpected
loss of a loved
When
one.
they, like you,
are still in the
raw
early,
stages of grief,
my advice is
to let the
nonessentials
slide. Don't
By
guilty
feel
Dr. Anthony
about
not
attending to
Komaroff
usual
your
responsibilities. Believe me, people will understand. Instead, focus
on getting yourself through this
difficult time.
When you are grieving, you
may neglect your health and wellbeing. But it's important to take
good care of yourself. In fact, its
even more important than usual.
Grief makes you more vulnerable
to illness.
Keep taking your regular medicines. Keep up with regular physical exams and dental appointments. Get the sleep you need.
Nap if you need to. Go to bed
early if you can. If you're have
trouble sleeping, talk with your
doctor about temporarily taking
medication to help you sleep.
Try to exercise every day. A
simple walk or a harder workout
can relax your body. Exercise can
distract you from your grief, or
offer you time to meditate on
your loss.
If you need to cry, cry. If you
feel angry, express it. If you need
a break from grieving, allow your-

Dr. Komaroff

••••••

Hints From Heloise
of York's Theater in London.
In 1932. Radio City Music
Hall opened in New York City.
In 1945, 28 nations signed an
agreement creating the World Bank.
In 1970, the musical play
"Hello, Dolly!" closed on Broadway after a run of 2,844 performances.
In 1979, Soviet forces seized
control of Afghanistan. _president
Hafizullah Amin, who Wits overthrown and executed, waMplaced
by Babrak Karmal.
In 1985, Palestinian guerrillas
opened fire inside the Rome and

Vienna airports, l§ victims were
killed, plus four attackers who
were slain by police and security personnel. American naturalist
Dian Fossey. 53, who had studied gorillas in the wild in Rwanda. was found hacked to death.
Five years ago: Former Democratic vice presidential nominee
John Edwards jumped into the presidential race a day earlier than
he'd planned after his campaign
accidentally went live with his election website a day before his
scheduled announcement.
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WHY IS IT THAT INMENEVER I SEE
A RAY OF HAPPINESS, YOU
MANAGE -"0 CAST A
PILLAR OF GLOOM?

;

A
RENEWED
GREETING
CARD
Good
morning,
Heloise: Each
morning when
we get our
newspaper. I
look ,**ward
to your. 7Jklints
From Heloise." Thank you for being
there for all of us.
It seems that a few years ago,
you had an inquiry with regard
to sending USED CHRISTMAS
CARDS to an orphanage or an
organization for children. I thought
I had saved this information. However, for the life of me. I can't
remember to whom I send the
used cards or the organization's
address.
If you have time, would you
please print this information again?
Thank you so much, and keep up
the good work. -- Ann Vaughn.
via email
Glad to do it, Ann. Si. Jude's
Ranch has been collecting used
greeting-card "fronts" for reuse
for more than 30 years. The children at Sr. Jude's Ranch turn the
card fronts into new cards that
are sold at the gift shop. The

by
Heloise

children learn about recycling and
running a business.
What kinds of cards does St.
Jude's Ranch need? All kinds,
including Christmas, general greeting and Easter cards. Right now,
it especially needs birthday and
thank-you cards. The preferred size
is 5-by-7 inches or smaller. Only
the front of the card is used, and
I? is best to-have me writing 'en
the card.
For shipping, St. Jude's suggests
using the USPS Flat Rate Box,
available at the post office. This
is the cheapest way to send in
the card fronts. The address is:
St. Jude's Ranch for Children
Recycled Card Program
100 St. Jude's Street
Boulder Cit), NV 89005
Sr. Jude's cannot accept Hallmark, Disney or American Greeting cards because of trademark
and/or copyright issues, since the
remade cards are sold. Call St.
Jude's Ranch with questions: 877977-SJRC (7572). You also can
check out its website at www.
stjudesranch.org.
Heloise
PS.: This is a wonderful project for a service club, youth group
or even at work.
RING HINT
Dear Heloise: Could you spread
the word about the courteous way

to admire someone's ring? The
rule is. "Look, but don't touch."
To keep gems looking their' best.
they need to be kept free of the
oil and grease from fingers that
rub across them to "feel" them.
'A jeweler told me how to protect my ring years ago. It is surprising how many mannerly people don't know to not put their
fingers on a ring when admiring
it. -- Helen in Kansas
RECYCLED BELTS
Dear Heloise: Use old leather
belts to give plain boots a kick
of style. It's a great way to recycle belts that have embellishments
already in place. Just cut the belts
down to about 16 inches and then
use a leather hole puncher to place
holes in the new position. Cutting the end of the boot belt at
an angle gives it a polished look.
Wrap your new boot belt around
your plain winter boot at the ankle
and start collecting compliments.
B.M , Fort Wayne, Ind.
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
795000, San Antonio, TX 782795000, or you can fax it to 1210-HELOISE or e-mail it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
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Negotiate a price
Crime boss
First name in aviation
Track shape
Site of New Year's Eve celebraReally dug
Prepares for war
Sighed cry
NFL players
Would-be loser
Objective
Chum
Tall tale
Platter spinner
Set of cards
Diner order
Diamond corner
Matt of "Today"
Math class topics
Resting on
One-celled creature
Siestas
Because of this
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Pillbox, for one
"How — to know?"
Sparkler
Sparkles
Rosters
Comfort
Twosome
Gardner of "Mogambo"
Golf goal
Bullfight cry
Partridge's cousin
Zodiac ram
Juliet's love
Travel aid
Paris river
Spot to jot
Calendar box
Sunburpt
Half of a '60s rock group
Minty drinks
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Former NYC mayor Abe
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL:
MIZZOU 41,
NORTH CAROLINA 24

SPOR,444.minamm
TS iL
LADY TIGER CLASSIC

Murray High prepares
for Lady Tiger Classic

UNC FALLS TO
MIZZOU IN
INDEPENDENCE
BOWL

• PLAY WILL KICK OFF TODAY AT 2:30
P.M. WITH MURRAY VS. REIDLAND

FRANKLIN PICKS
CP 3 TDs IN WIN
By DAVID BRANDT
AP Sports Writer
SHREVEPORT, La.(AP) —
North Carolina interim coach
Everett Withers didn't blame the
distraction of the program's
upcoming coaching change.
Instead, he blamed Missouri
quarterback James Franklin.
Franklin ran for two touchdowns and threw for another,
and the Tigers easily beat the
Tar Heels 41-24 in the
Independence Bowl on Monday
night.
"He's just such a dynamic
guy running and throwing that
you have to respect both,"
Withers said. "I always count
the quarterback as an extra running back in the spread and
that's exactly what he was."
For North Carolina (7-6), a
season that started with a promising 5-1 record ends with a lopsided loss. The Tar Heels lost
live of their final seven under
Withers, who leaves to become
defensive coordinator at Ohio
State under Urban Meyer.
Now the UNC program
belongs to Larry Fedora, who
left Southern Mississippi after a
12-2 season to lead the Tar
Heels. But Withers said the
imminent change wasn't on anyone's mind.
"We've had issues for two
years so I don't know why
tonight would be any distraction," Withers said.
North Carolina had the
Atlantic Coast Conference's second-best rushing defense, giving up just 106.2 yards per
game. But the Tigers found
plenty of running room with
Franklin and Kendial Lawrence
repeatedly gashing the Tar Heels
for big gains.
Lawrence rushed for 108
yards and a touchdown as the
Tigers racked up 337 yards on
the ground.
Carolina's
North
poor
defense wasted a productive
game by quarterback Bryn
Renner, who threw for 317
yards, three touchdowns and an
interception. But Rennet couldn't offset the Tar Heels' anemic
running game, which produced
just 36 yards.
Freshman running back
Giovani Bernard rushed for 31
yards — more than 70 yards less
than his season average.
Missouri (8-5) ends the season on a four-game winning
streak for the first time since
1965. The Tigers will join the
SEC next fall and showed one
reason they should be a factor
immediately: The 6-foot-2, 225pound Franklin, a sophomore
who generally did as he pleased
in both the running and passing
games.
Missouri coach Gary Pinkel
said Franklin has just started to
realize his potential.
"After the game. I gave him a
hug and said congratulations,"
Finkel said. "Then I went back
and asked 'What happens when
you get really good?' ... He kind
of gave me a look, but that's a
huge compliment."
Franklin, named the game's
offensive Most Valuable Player.
rushed for 142 yards and threw
for 132 despite less than ideal
conditions at Independence
Stadium. He led the Tigers to 31
an
—
points
first-half
Independence Bowl record.
Missouri's mascot — Truman
the Tiger — shattered most of
the original Independence Bowl
trophy before the game started
in a pre-game accident. The
Tigers were more than happy to
claim the replacement.
Pinkel didn't shy away from
the importance of the game,saying the resultwould be "a trivia
question after I'm long gone."
North Carolina scored first.
with Renner hitting Dwight
Jones for a 22-yard touchdown
•See TIGERS, 12
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GREG WADDELL'Ledger & Times
Janssen Starks (15) will look to play a large role in
Murray's success in the Lady Tiger Classic.

By GREG WADDELL
Assistant Sports Editor
Taking the floor today for the
13th annual Lady Tiger Classic,
host Murray High and head
coach Rechelle Turner will look
to make some noise early, kicking off their quest for a repeat
championship with a doubleheader on opening day.
Utilzing pool play in an eightteam field, Tuesday will be the
busiest day of the Classic as all
eight teams find themselves
pulling double duty.
From there, however, things
will start to thin out as
Wednesday's workload gets considerably lighter before giving
way to a championship game
Thursday between the winners
from each group.
As for the breakdown,
Murray, Muhlenberg County,
Clarksville
Northeast
and
Reidland will headline Group A.
while
returners
Ballard

Memorial (5-5) and Union City,
Tenn. (10-5), will take on 6-1
Hopkinsville and 5-1 Bowling
Green on the other side of the
bracket
Scheduled to start at 2:30
p.m., the Lady Tigers will square
off with a farnilar foe in their
first matchup of group play, taking on a Reidland team whom
they beat 78-55 to open the season.
That said,Turner pointed to
the Lady Greyhounds' guard-oriented attack as a strength, but
noted her team matches up well
with that kind of play.
"They've got some really
good guard play and will be
competitive and work hard each
and every game," she said,
-(but,) we match up pretty well.
We feel like we should be able to
use our height to our advantage
and also feel like we can really
get into a transition game and try
to get up and down as much as

possible to put pressure on
them.Up next at 8:30, Murray will
get another test as they face off
with a Clarksville Northeast
squad brimming with athleticism.
-They are a very athletic
team," Turner said. "They are
very long and lengthy and they'll
give a lot of people problems
with their speed and athleticism.
They will just bring a different
style. I'm not sure that we have a
whole lot of teams around here
that are comparable to them.
They'll be a lot like Tilghman in
their length and athleticism, but
they'll be different in a lot of
ways as well."
Still, Murray's toughest test
of pool play might be waiting for
them on Wednesday, though, as
the Lady Tigers will take on a 72 Muhlenberg County team with
an impressive early season
resume at 7:30 p.m.
"1 don't know a whole lot
about them except I know they
•See CLASSIC, 12

NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE:SAINTS 45, FALCONS 16

RUSTY COSTANZA / AP
New Orleans Saints quarterback Drew Brees celebrates after throwing a touchdown pass and breaking the NFL single-season record for passing
yardage, held by Dan Marino.

28-10.
The Saints also had 463
total yards. giving them more
than 6,857 offensive yards for
the season, breaking the 2008
Brees put his arm over his head club record of 6,571 yards.
By BRETT MARTEL
and
started walking toward New Orleans continues to close
Writer
Sports
AP
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — midfield while the Superdome in on the NFL-record of 7,075
Drew Brees set the NFL record crowd went wild and his team- offensive yards in a season set
by the 2000 St. Louis Rams.
for yards passing in a season, mates chased him down.
Brees might have broken the
Brees' four touchdowns
breaking a mark that Dan
Marino had held for 27 years, gave him 276 for his career, record in the third quarter if not
and the New Orleans Saints moving him ahead of Joe for Sproles' 92-yard kickoff
clinched the NFC South title Montana (273) and Vinny return, which set up John
with a 45-16 victory over the Testeverde (275) for ninth all- Kasay's 29-yard field goal.
Atlanta Falcons on Monday time. He is the first qUarterback Brees also was intercepted
in NFL history to pass for more twice in the game. once in the
night.
than
yards
5,000 yards twice — he Falcons end zone, but New
307
threw
Brees
for
Orleans was still dominant
and four touchdowns, the last a had 5,069 in 2008.
enough
to take a three-score
Brees' first scoring pass
9-yard strike to Darren Sproles
that set the record with 2:51 to went for 8 yards to Marques lead.
The game became a romp
Colston and the second for 9
go.
It was Brees' final pass of yards to Jimmy Graham. when Julio Jones was stripped
the game and it gave him 5,087 Graham's TD catch was his by Scott Shanle and Malcolm
BILL HABER / AP
yards passing — with one 10th of the season, a new fran- Jenkins returned it 30 yards for
game still to play. Marino fin- chise high for a tight end. In a score to make it 38-16 in the Atlanta Falcons wide receiver Julio Jones (11) heads for
ished with 5,084 yards for the the third quarter. Brees hit fourth quarter. The Superdome a touchdown on a pass reception as New Orleans Saints
Robert Meachem for a score
Miami Dolphins in 1984.
outside linebacker Martez Wilson (95) and another Saint
•See SAINTS, 12
As Sproles spiked the ball. from 24 yards, which made it
defender.

NFL SINGLE-SEASON PASSING
RECORD NOW BELONGS TO BREES
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From Page 11
pass with 12:12 left in the first
quarter. That would be the high
point for the Tar Heels.
Missouri responded with a
40-yard touchdown pass from
receiver T.J. Moe to Wes Kemp
after a lateral from Franklin.
Moe hadn't thrown a touchdown
pass since his days as a high
school quarterback in suburban
St. Louis, and it was just his second complete pass of the season.
"I saw the corner bite and I
Just let her go," Moe said.
The Tigers scored again on
Franklin's 2-yard run to take a
14-7 lead late in the first quarter.
The touchdown was set up by
Franklin's 16-yard pass to
L'Damian Washington that put
the Tigers at the 27yard line.
up in
Washington grew
Shreveport, just a few miles
from Independence Stadium.
And Missouri just kept piling
on.
The Tigers scored two touchdowns and a field goal during
the second quarter to take a 3110 halftime lead.
North Carolina had a glimmer of hope late in the third
when Jheranie Boyd caught a
44-yard touchdown pass from
Renner to pull the Tar Heels to
ROGELIO V. SOLIS , AP
34-17, but Missouri responded
Missouri quarterback James Franklin (1)throws a four-yard first quarter pass as North
minutes later with Franklin's
Carolina linebacker Zach Brown (47) and defensive tackle Tydreke Powell (91) close in
second touchdown run and the
during
the first quarter of their Independence Bowl college football game.
rout continued.

NFL

•Saints
From Page 11
crowd was in full celebration
by then, but the play also meant
fans would have to wait until
later in the fourth quarter
before Brees finally got his
chance to break the passing
record.
Uncharacteristically, Brees
had only a yard passing during
a span of a little more than 18
minutes. Knowing he was closing in the record, the crowd
howled, "Drewwww" each
time he took the field. He finally gave the fans what they
wanted after Atlanta failed on a
fourth-down try at its own 33.
That gave Brees, who needed
only 30 yards for the record at
that point, just enough space to
work with.
Matt Ryan had 258 yards
passing and one TD, including
a 21-yard scoring strike to Julio
Jones that gave the Falcons a
10-7 lead late in the first quarter.
New Orleans responded
with a 10-play, 8I-yard scoring
drive on which Brees completed four of six passes for 48
yards, the last three to Colston,
who had six catches for 69
yards in the first half.
The result might have been
even more lopsided if Brees'
pass intended for Graham in
the end zone had not been broken up by linebacker Curtis
Lofton, and then batted in the
air by safety William Woore
before coming to rest in the
arms of Dominique Franks for
an interception.
New Orleans bounced back
on its final drive of the second
quarter, covering 80 yards in
10 plays and only 1:55, capped
by Graham's TD catch.
Both teams scored on all
their possessions in the opening quarter, with the Saints
briefly pulling in front 7-3 on

Pierre Thomas' 4-yard touchdown run, after which he
pulled a bow from'his uniform
pants, put it on the football and
offered it as a gift to a woman
with a parasol in the front row
behind the end zone.
The referees weren't cutting
Thomas any slack on his
Christmas-themed celebration,
flagging him for a 15-yard
unsportsmanlike
conduct
penalty.
The score capped an eightplay, 84-yard scoring drive on
which Brees completed two
passes for 49 yards.
The Saints entered the game
needing only one victory to
clinch the NFC South title,
while Atlanta could have
remained in the hunt to defend
its 2010 division crown with a
win.
After Atlanta received the
opening kickoff, Ryan completed five of his first six
throws for 52 yards, including
a 20-yard completion to Roddy
White at the New Orleans 23.
The Saints' defense stiffened,
however, forcing Atlanta to settle for Matt Bryant's 34-yard
field goal and an early 3-0 lead.
The Saints responded immediately, with Brees hitting
Lance Moore for a 38-yard
gain on New Orleans' first play
from scrimmage. The Saints
then went to the running game,
with Chris Ivory rushing one
time for 11 yards and Thomas
three times for 24 yards,
including his short TD run.
Thomas' unsportsmanlike
conduct penalty, enforced on
the ensuing kickoff, was not
terribly costly, as Eric Weems
returned it to the Atlanta 28.
More costly was the Saints'
inability to slow down Ryan,
who quickly found Jones for a
25-yard gain and White for 16
yards to set up Jones' score.

Titans draw inspiration
from Green Bay
TWO WINS WILL PUSH
TENNESSEE INTO THE
PLAYOFFS
By 'TERESA M. WALKER
AP Sports Writer
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)—
The Tennessee Titans are getting inspiration from the Green
Bay Packers of a season ago in
their improbable bid for the
AFC's final wild-card spot.
Just as Green Bay did a year
ago, the Titans (8-7) are trying
to win their final two games to
reach the playoffs while needing plenty help from other
teams.
Last week, first-year coach
Mike Munchak used the
Packers' story — that ended
with a Super Bowl championship — as a reminder of how
to handle this situation.
"They didn't control their
own destiny," Munchak said.

"They went on to win about, oh.
I don't know, about 20 games in
a row or so. They see that. I
think a lot of people forgot that,
the situation they were in last
year with two games left, and it
worked out for them. So that's a
nice story here."
Munchak's Titans are heading to Houston (10-5)to try and
win Sunday, the only piece of
the AFC puzzle they control.
Munchak says then they can sit
back and see if one of three
needed scenarios fall into place.
The Texans can do nothing to
change their spot as the AFC's
No. 3 seed. If Tennessee gets
the help it needs and lands the
sixth seed with the final wildcard berth, then the Titans
would be flying right back to
Houston for a wild-card game.
Munchak said Tennessee will
hold nothing back in case of a
possible rematch.
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Girls Prep Basketball
Lady Tiger Classic at Murray High
Today
Ballard Memorial vs Hopkinsville 10 00
am
Bowling Green vs Union City.
Tenn .11 30 a m
Muhlenberg Co vs Clarksville NE,
Tenn 1 00 p.m
Murray vs. Re4dland 2:30 p.m.
Ballard Memorial vs Union City,
Tenn 4 00 p m
Hopkinsville vs Bowling Green, 5 30
pm
Reidiand vs Muhlenberg Co . 7:00 p.m
Murray vs. Clarksville NE, Tenn., 8:30
p.m.
Wednesday
Ballard Memorial vs. Bowling Green
300 pm
Hopkinsville vs. Union City Tenn , 4 30
Reidland vs Clarksville NE. Tenn 600
pm
Murray vs. Muhlenberg Co., 7:30 p.m.
Mercer Titan Christmas Clash at
Mercer County
Today
Calloway Co vs Casey Co., 4 p.m.
College Basketball
USA Today/ESPN Top 25 Poll
Record Pis Pvs
1. Syracuse (30) 13-0 774 1
2. Ohio State (1) 12-1 719 2
a Kentucky
1 1-1 702 3
4. Louisville
12-0 674 4
5. Duke
10-1 639 5
6. North Carolina 11-2 623 6
7. Baylor
12-0 587 7
Missouri
12-0 574 8
Connecticut10-1 538 9
10 Florida
10-2 501 12
11 Wisconsin
11-2 434 14
12 Georgetown 10-1 400 16
13 Marquette
11-1 359 10
14 Mississippi State12-1347 17
15. Indiana
12-0 337 18
16 Michigan
10-2290 19
17. Michigan State11-2 270 20
18 Kansas
8-3 250 11
19 Creighton
10-1 193 21
20 UNLV
13-2 179 23
21. Murray State 13-0 189 22
22 Pittsburgh
11-2 159 13
23. Harvard
1 0-1
0_ 1 48
92 2_5
24. Virginia
25. Kansas State 10-1 45
Others receiving votes: San Diego
State 39. Illinois 36, Xavier 27, Saint
Louis 22. Stanford 11, Gonzaga 10,
Ohio 5. Saint Marys 5, Alabama 3,
BYU 3. Middle Tennessee 3, Saint
Joseph s 3. Cleveland State 2.
Southern Miss. 1, West Virginia 1,
Wichita State 1

811d.•270-753-N355

Vol.
Others receiving votes Kansas St 105,
Illinois 70, Saint Louis 55, Gonzaga 48
Xavier 42. Ohio 20, Stanford 10,
Wichita St 9 Texas A&M 3. Alabama 2
Wagner 1
National Football League
The Associated Press
All limes EST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
L T Pct
W
12 3 0 800
y-New England
8 7 0 533
N Y Jets
6 9 0 400
Buffalo
Miami
5 10 0 333
South
y-Houston
Tennessee
Jacksonville
Indianapolis

10
8
4
2

x-Baltimore
x-Pittsburgh
Cincinnati
Cleveland

North
W
11
11
9
4

Pct
667
533
267
133

L
4
4
6
11

Pct
733
733
600
267

West
Denver
Oakland
San Diego
Kansas City

8
8
7
6

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
N Y Giants
8 7 0 533
Dallas
8 7 0 533
Philadelphia
7 8 0 467
Washington
5 10 0 333
South
y-New Orleans
x-Atlanta
Carolina
Tampa Bay

12
9
6
4

Pct
800
600
400
267

North
y-Green Bay
x-Detroit
Chicago
Minnesota

14
10
7
3

Pct
933
667
467
200

West
y-San Francisco
Seattle
Arizona
St Louis

12
7
7
2

Pct
800
467
467
133

The Associated Press Top 25 Poll
Record Pts Pry
1. Syracuse.
(54) 13-01,611 1
2. Ohio St. (5)
12-11,507 2
3. Kentucky (4) 11-11,480 3
4. Louisville (2) 12-01,386 4
5 North Carolina 11-21.366 5
6. Baylor
12-01.299 6
7. Duke
10-11.281 7
8. Missouri
12-01.149 9
9. UConn
10-11.143 8
10. Florida
10-21.050 11
11. Wisconsin
11-2 898 13
12. Georgetown 10-1 851 16
13 Indiana
12-0 820 17
14. Marquette
11-1 775 10
15. Mississippi St 12-1 718 18
16. Michigan St. 11-2 613 19
17. Kansas
8-3 548 12
18 Michigan
102 504 20
19 UNLV
13-2 473 21
20. Murray St.
13-0 342 22
21 Creighton
10-1 254 23
22. Pittsburgh
11-2 238 15
23 Virginia
10-1 214 24

x-clinched playoff spot
y-clinched division
Saturday's Games
Oakland 16, Kansas City 13. OT
Tennessee 23, Jacksonville 17
Pittsburgh 27, St Louis 0
Buffalo 40. Denver 14
Carolina 48, Tampa Bay 16
Minnesota 33. Washington 26
Baltimore 20, Cleveland 14
New England 27. Miami 24
N Y Giants 29, N Y Jets 14
Cincinnati 23. Arizona 16
Detroit 38, San Diego 10
San Francisco 19, Seattle 17
Philadelphia 20, Dallas 7
Sunday's Game
Green Bay 35, Chicago 21
Monday's Game
New Orleans 45. Atlanta 16
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•Classic
From Page 11
are a very good basketball
team," she said. 'They've done
really well so far this year.
They're not very big, but they're
athletic and they shoot the three
really well. They can put a lot of
pressure on you defensively and
I've just heard a lot of good
things about them. I really don't
know a whole lot just yet, but if
you look at their schedule
they've already beat some very
good teams around the state. It
will be a very difficult task for
us."

Once play begins, though,
Turner said it be a welcome
change to see some familiar
scenery. After a tough road trip
that saw them go 2-2 in the
Republic Bank Holiday Classic
at Lexington Catholic, they'll
return to Tiger Gym with the luxury of rebounding on their home
court.
"I think playing at home after
Christmas is a bonus for us,- she
said, "becaus we're (not only)
able to stay home, sleep in our
own beds and enjoy being
around our families, but be corn-

fortable and play in our own
gym. When we went to
Lexington Catholic, we played a
very difficult schedule there. We
feel like we've got a good tournament put together here and
every game is an increase in
challenge throughout the tournament. So, I think the kids will be
very glad to be at home and able
to practice and play in familiar
surroundings."
That said, what will be more
beneficial to her girls will be the
potential for four extra games
this week Turner pointed out.

For a team struggling with
inconsistency, the extra tournament-style games could go a
long way in moving them forward into district play.
"We're very capable of being
a good basketball team, but
we're not there yet," Turner said.
"Luckily, we have this week to
help get us closer to being a very
good team before we get back
into district play and get ready
for the Class A. We're looking
for this week to help us take a
step forward and be a better team
when the week's over."
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CAS'TLENIAN TIRE
8 REPAIR, INC.
"Serving The Area for Over50 Years"
1880 State Rt. 121 So., Mayfiald • 247-5866
Monday- Friday • 7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
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•Michelin .Goodyear •Kumho
•Toyo •Firestone •Yokohama

GREAT SERVICE
'Alignment
'Transmission Flush
'Brakes
'Coolant Flush
•Shocks 'Struts
'Belts, Hoses
'AC Service

Open No ear's Eve 9 a.m.-11p.m.
New Year's Day
Cie

908 Miner Wells Ave.• Paris, TN
7, 642-7788
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